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ABSTRACT
We present a series of high-resolution cosmological simulations1 of galaxy formation to z = 0, spanning halo
masses ∼ 108− 1013 M, and stellar masses ∼ 104− 1011 M. Our simulations include fully explicit treatment of
the multi-phase ISM & stellar feedback. The stellar feedback inputs (energy, momentum, mass, and metal fluxes) are
taken directly from stellar population models. These sources of feedback, with zero adjusted parameters, reproduce
the observed relation between stellar and halo mass up to Mhalo ∼ 1012 M. We predict weak redshift evolution in the
M∗−Mhalo relation, consistent with current constraints to z > 6. We find that the M∗−Mhalo relation is insensitive to
numerical details, but is sensitive to feedback physics. Simulations with only supernova feedback fail to reproduce ob-
served stellar masses, particularly in dwarf and high-redshift galaxies: radiative feedback (photo-heating and radiation
pressure) is necessary to destroy GMCs and enable efficient coupling of later supernovae to the gas. Star formation
rates agree well with the observed Kennicutt relation at all redshifts. The galaxy-averaged Kennicutt relation is very
different from the numerically imposed law for converting gas into stars, and is determined by self-regulation via
stellar feedback. Feedback reduces star formation rates and produces reservoirs of gas that lead to rising late-time star
formation histories, significantly different from halo accretion histories. Feedback also produces large short-timescale
variability in galactic SFRs, especially in dwarfs. These properties are not captured by common “sub-grid” wind
models.
Key words: galaxies: formation — galaxies: evolution — galaxies: active — stars: formation — cosmology: theory
1 INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that feedback from stars is a critical, yet poorly-
understood, component of galaxy formation. Within galaxies, star
formation is observed to be inefficient in both an instantaneous and
an integral sense.
Instantaneously, the Kennicutt-Schmidt (KS) relation implies
gas consumption timescales of ∼ 50 dynamical times (Kennicutt
1998), while the total fraction of GMC mass converted into stars is
only a few percent (Zuckerman & Evans 1974; Williams & McKee
1997; Evans 1999; Evans et al. 2009). Without strong stellar feed-
back, however, gas inside galaxies cools efficiently and collapses
on a dynamical time, predicting order-unity star formation efficien-
cies on all scales (Hopkins et al. 2011; Tasker 2011; Bournaud et al.
2010; Dobbs et al. 2011; Krumholz et al. 2011; Harper-Clark &
Murray 2011).
In an integral sense, without strong stellar feedback, gas in
cosmological models cools rapidly and inevitably turns into stars,
predicting galaxies with far larger masses than are observed (e.g.
Katz et al. 1996; Somerville & Primack 1999; Cole et al. 2000;
Springel & Hernquist 2003b; Kereš et al. 2009, and references
therein). Decreasing the instantaneous star formation efficiency
does not eliminate this integral problem: the amount of baryons
∗ E-mail:phopkins@caltech.edu
in real galactic disks is much lower than that predicted in models
absent strong feedback (essentially, the Universal baryon budget;
see White & Frenk 1991; Kereš et al. 2009). Constraints from in-
tergalactic medium (IGM) enrichment require that many of those
baryons must have entered galaxy halos and disks at some point
to be enriched, before being expelled (Aguirre et al. 2001; Pettini
et al. 2003; Songaila 2005; Martin et al. 2010). Galactic super-
winds with mass-loading M˙wind of many times the star formation
rate (SFR) are therefore generally required to reproduce observed
galaxy properties (e.g. Oppenheimer & Davé 2006). Such winds
have been observed ubiquitously in local and high-redshift star-
forming galaxies (Martin 1999, 2006; Heckman et al. 2000; New-
man et al. 2012; Sato et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2010; Steidel et al.
2010; Coil et al. 2011).
However, until recently, numerical simulations have been un-
able to produce winds with large-mass loading factors from an a
priori model (let alone the correct scalings of wind mass-loading
with galaxy mass or other properties), nor to simultaneously pre-
dict the instantaneous inefficiency of star formation within galax-
ies. This is particularly true of models which invoke only energetic
feedback via supernovae (SNe), which is efficiently radiated in the
dense gas where star formation actually occurs (see e.g. Guo et al.
2010; Powell et al. 2011; Brook et al. 2011; Nagamine 2010; Bour-
naud et al. 2011, and references therein). More recent simulations,
using higher resolution and invoking stronger feedback prescrip-
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Figure 1. Gas in a representative simulation of a Milky Way-mass halo (m12i in Table 1). Image shows the projected gas density, log-weighted (∼ 4dex
stretch). Magenta shows cold molecular/atomic gas (T < 1000K). Green shows warm ionized gas (104 . T . 105 K). Red shows hot gas (T & 106 K).2 Each
image shows a box centered on the main galaxy. Left: Box 200kpc (physical) on a side at high redshift. The galaxy has undergone a violent starburst, leading
to strong outflows of hot and warm gas that have blown away much of the surrounding IGM (even outside the galaxy). Note that the “filamentary” structure
of cool gas in the IGM is clearly affected by the outflows. Right: Near present-day, with a ∼ 50kpc box. A more relaxed, well-ordered disk has formed, with
molecular gas tracing spiral structure, and a halo enriched by diffuse hot outflows.
Figure 2. Stars in the m12i simulation at z ∼ 0, in a box 50kpc on a side
near present-time. Image is a mock u/g/r composite. The disk is approxi-
mately face-on, and the spiral structure is visible. (The image uses STAR-
BURST99 to determine the SED of each star particle given its known age
and metallicity, then ray-traces the line-of-sight flux following Hopkins
et al. (2005), attenuating with a MW-like reddening curve with constant
dust-to-metals ratio for the abundances at each point.)
tions, have seen strong winds, but have generally found it neces-
sary to include simplified prescriptions for “turning off cooling” in
the SNe-heated gas and/or include some adjustable parameters rep-
resenting “pre-SNe” feedback (see Governato et al. 2010; Macciò
et al. 2012; Teyssier et al. 2013; Stinson et al. 2013; Agertz et al.
2013). This is physically motivated since feedback processes other
than SNe – protostellar jets, HII photoionization, stellar winds, and
radiation pressure – both occur and are critical in suppressing star
formation in dense gas, as well as “pre-processing” gas prior to
SNe explosions so that SNe occur at densities where thermal heat-
ing can have much larger effects (Evans et al. 2009; Hopkins et al.
2011; Tasker 2011; Lopez et al. 2011; Stinson et al. 2013; Kannan
et al. 2013).
And in fact, there have been many studies with enormously
higher resolution (enough to evolve each star explicitly) and a full
treatment of the radiation-magnetohydrodynamics and time depen-
dence of these multiple feedback mechanisms. Because of compu-
tational limitations, however, these have necessarily been restricted
to very small systems, either single molecular clouds/star clusters
(e.g. Krumholz et al. 2007, 2011; Offner et al. 2009, 2011; Harper-
Clark & Murray 2011; Bate 2012), or the “first stars” (e.g. Wise
et al. 2012; Pawlik et al. 2013; Muratov et al. 2013). But these
studies, without exception, have found that the non-linear interac-
tion of the feedback mechanisms above – especially the dual roles
of HII photoionization and radiation pressure in concert with SNe
– is absolutely critical to explain the generation of large local out-
flows, the self-regulation of star formation, and the shape of the
stellar initial mass function.
Despite these breakthroughs, given limited resolution and the
complexity of the baryonic physics, many cosmological models
have treated galactic wind generation and the inefficiency of star
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 3. Gas, as Fig. 1, for a dwarf galaxy (m10 in Table 1). Top: 40kpc
(physical) box, at high redshift. Bottom: 20kpc box at intermediate redshift.
Strong outflows are still present, though they are more spherical, because
the galaxy halo is itself small and embedded within a much larger filament.
formation in a tuneable, “sub-grid” fashion. This is not to say
that the models have not tremendously improved our understand-
ing of galaxy formation! They have demonstrated that stellar feed-
back can plausibly lead to (globally) inefficient star formation, con-
strained the parameter space of allowed feedback models, made
predictions for the critical role of outflows and recycling in enrich-
ing the IGM, provided possible baryonic solutions to apparent dark
matter “problems” (e.g. Pontzen & Governato 2012), demonstrated
the need for “early” feedback from radiative mechanisms beyond
SNe alone, and generally created the framework for our interpreta-
tion of observations. However, with wind models often relying on
adjustable parameters, the integrated efficiency of star formation
in galaxies is to some extent tuned “by hand” and the predictive
power is inherently limited. This is particularly true for studies of
gas in the circum-galactic medium (CGM), a current area of much
observational progress – measurements of the CGM are sensitive
to the phase structure of the gas, which is not faithfully represented
in models which simply “turn off” hydrodynamics or cooling, or
mimic strong feedback via pure thermal energy injection or “parti-
cle kicks” (see e.g. Hummels et al. 2013, for an explicit demonstra-
tion of this).
Accurate treatment of star formation and galactic winds ulti-
mately requires realistic treatment of the stellar feedback processes
that maintain the multi-phase ISM. Motivated by this philosophy
(and building on the studies with single-star resolution), in Hop-
kins et al. (2011) (Paper I) and Hopkins et al. (2012d) (Paper II),
we developed a new set of numerical models to follow stellar feed-
back on scales from sub-GMC star-forming regions through galax-
ies. These simulations include the energy, momentum, mass, and
metal fluxes from stellar radiation pressure, HII photo-ionization
and photo-electric heating, SNe Types I & II, and stellar winds
(O-star and AGB). Critically, the feedback is directly tied to the
young stars, with the energetics and time-dependence taken from
stellar evolution models. In our previous work, we showed, in iso-
lated galaxy simulations, that these mechanisms produce a quasi-
steady ISM in which GMCs form and disperse rapidly, with phase
structure, turbulence, and disk and GMC properties in good agree-
ment with observations (for various comparisons, see Narayanan
& Hopkins 2012; Hopkins et al. 2012b,a, 2013c). In Paper I, Hop-
kins et al. (2013d), and Hopkins et al. (2013a) we showed that this
leads naturally to “instantaneously” inefficient SF (predicting the
KS-law), regulated self-consistently by feedback and independent
of the numerical prescription for star formation in very dense gas.
In Hopkins et al. (2012c) (Paper III) and Hopkins et al. (2013b)
we showed that the same feedback models reproduce the galactic
winds invoked in previous semi-analytic and cosmological simula-
tions, and that the combination of multiple feedback mechanisms
is critical to produce massive, multi-phase galactic winds.
However, our simulations have thus far been limited to ideal-
ized studies of isolated galaxies and galaxy mergers. These previ-
ous calculations thus cannot follow accretion from or interaction
of outflows with the IGM, realistic galaxy merger histories, and
many other important processes. In this paper, the first of a series,
we present the FIRE (Feedback In Realistic Environments) simula-
tions:1 a suite of fully cosmological “zoom-in” simulations devel-
oped to study the role of feedback in galaxy formation. To test the
models and understand feedback in a wide range of environments,
we study a wide range in galaxy halo and stellar mass (as opposed
to focusing just on MW-like systems), and follow evolution fully
to z = 0. Our suite of calculations includes several of the highest-
resolution galaxy formation simulations that have been run to z = 0.
Our simulations utilize a significantly improved numerical imple-
mentation of SPH (which has resolved historical discrepancies with
grid codes), as well as the full physical models for feedback and
ISM physics introduced and tested in Paper I-Paper III. Here, we
explore the consequences of stellar feedback for the inefficiency
of star formation, perhaps the most basic consequence of stellar
feedback for galaxy formation. In companion papers, we will in-
vestigate the properties of outflows and their interactions with the
IGM, the effect of those outflows on dark matter structure, the dif-
ferences between numerical methods in treating feedback, the role
1 Movies and summaries of key simulation properties are available at
http://www.tapir.caltech.edu/~phopkins/Site/Movies_cosmo.html
and the FIRE project website:
http://fire.northwestern.edu
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of feedback in determining galaxy structure, and many other open
questions.
In § 2-4, we describe our methodology. § 2 describes the initial
conditions for the simulations; § 3 outlines the implementation of
the key baryonic physics of cooling, star formation, and feedback
(a much more detailed description is given in Appendix A); § 4
briefly describes the improvements in the numerical method com-
pared to past work (again, more details are in Appendix B). And
in Appendix C we test and compare these algorithms with higher-
resolution simulations of isolated (non-cosmological) galaxies.
We describe our results in § 5. We examine the predicted
galaxy stellar masses (§ 5.1), and how this depends on both nu-
merical algorithms (§ 5.3) and feedback physics (§ 5.4), as well
as how it compares to previous theoretical work (§ 5.5). We show
that the treatment of feedback physics overwhelmingly dominates
these results, and discuss the distinct roles of multiple indepen-
dent feedback mechanisms. We also explore the predictions for the
Kennicutt-Schmidt relation (§ 5.6), the shape of galaxy star forma-
tion histories (§ 5.7), the star formation “main sequence” (§ 5.8),
and the “burstiness” of star formation (§ 5.9). We summarize our
important conclusions and discuss future work in § 6.
2 INITIAL CONDITIONS & GALAXY PROPERTIES
The simulations presented here are a series of fully cosmological
“zoom-in” simulations of galaxy formation; some images of the
gas and stars in representative stages are shown in Figs. 1-3.2 The
technique is well-studied; briefly, a large cosmological box is sim-
ulated at low resolution to z = 0, and then the mass within and
around halos of interest at that time is identified, traced back to the
starting redshift, and the Lagrangian region containing this mass
is re-initialized at much higher resolution (with gas added) for the
ultimate simulation (Porter 1985; Katz & White 1993).
We consider a series of systems with different masses. Table 1
describes the initial conditions. All simulations begin at redshifts
∼ 100− 125, with fluctuations evolved using perturbation theory
up to that point.3
The specific halos we re-simulate are chosen to represent a
broad mass range and be “typical” in most properties (e.g. sizes,
formation times, and merger histories) relative to other halos of the
same z = 0 mass. The simulations m09 and m10 are constructed us-
ing the methods from Onorbe et al. (2013); they are isolated dwarfs.
Simulations m11, m12q, m12i, and m13 are chosen to match a
subset of initial conditions from the AGORA project (Kim et al.
2013), which will enable future comparisons with a wide range of
different codes. These are chosen to be somewhat quiescent merger
histories, but lie well within the typical scatter in such histories at
each mass (and each has several major mergers). Simulation m12v,
for contrast, is chosen to have a relatively violent merger history
(several major mergers since z∼ 2), and is based on the initial con-
ditions studied in Kereš & Hernquist (2009) and Faucher-Giguère
& Kereš (2011).
2 Both gas and stellar images are true three-color volume renderings gener-
ated by ray-tracing lines of sight through the simulation (with every gas or
star particle a source, respectively). For the stars, the physical luminosities
and dust opacities in each band are used to generate the observed intensity
map. For the gas, we construct synthetic “bands” where the particle emis-
sivity is uniform if it falls within the temperature range specified, and zero
otherwise, and the particle opacity is uniform across bands.
3 Initial conditions were generated with the MUSIC code (Hahn & Abel
2011), using second-order Lagrangian perturbation theory.
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Figure 4. Galaxy stellar mass-halo mass relation at z = 0. Top: M∗(Mhalo).
Bottom: M∗ relative to the Universal baryon budget of the halo ( fb Mhalo).
Each simulation (points) from Table 1 is shown; large point denotes the
most massive halo in each box. We compare the relation if all baryons
became stars (M∗ = fb Mhalo; dotted) and the observationally inferred re-
lationship as determined in Moster et al. (2013, magenta) and Behroozi
et al. (2012, cyan) (dashed lines denote extrapolation beyond the observed
range).9 The agreement with observations is excellent at Mhalo . 1013 M,
including dwarf though MW-mass galaxies. We stress that there are zero
adjusted parameters here: stellar feedback, with known mechanisms taken
from stellar population models, is sufficient to explain galaxy stellar masses
at/below ∼ L∗.
In each case, the resolution is scaled with the simulated mass,
so as to achieve the optimal possible force and mass resolution.
It is correspondingly possible to resolve much smaller structures
in the low-mass galaxies. The critical point is that in all our sim-
ulations with mass < 1013 M, we resolve the Jeans mass/length
of gas in the galaxies, corresponding to the size/mass of massive
molecular cloud complexes. This is necessary to resolve a genuine
multi-phase ISM and for our ISM feedback physics to be mean-
ingful. Fortunately, because most of the mass and star formation
in GMCs in both observations (Evans 1999; Blitz & Rosolowsky
2005) and simulated systems (Paper II) is concentrated in the most
massive GMCs, the resolution studies in Paper I-Paper II confirm
that resolving small molecular clouds makes little difference. We
refer interested readers to Paper II for a detailed discussion of the
scales that must be resolved for feedback to operate appropriately,
but note here that all our simulations are designed to be approxi-
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Table 1. Simulation Initial Conditions
Name M0halo mb b mdm dm Merger Notes
[h−1 M] [h−1 M] [h−1pc] [h−1 M] [h−1pc] History
m09 1.9e9 1.8e2 1.0 8.93e2 20 normal isolated dwarf
m10 0.8e10 1.8e2 2.0 8.93e2 20 normal isolated dwarf
m11 1e11 5.0e3 5.0 2.46e4 50 quiescent –
m12v 5e11 2.7e4 7.0 1.38e5 100 violent several z< 2 mergers
m12q 1e12 5.0e3 7.0 1.97e5 100 late merger –
m12i 1e12 3.5e4 10 1.97e5 100 normal large (∼ 10Rvir) box
m13 1e13 2.6e5 15 1.58e6 150 normal “small group” mass
Parameters describing the initial conditions for our simulations (units are physical):
(1) Name: Simulation designation.
(2) M0halo: Approximate mass of the z = 0 “main” halo (most massive halo in the high-resolution region).
(3) mb: Initial baryonic (gas and star) particle mass in the high-resolution region, in our highest-resolution
simulations.
(4) b: Minimum baryonic gravity/force softening (minimum SPH smoothing lengths are comparable or
smaller). Recall, force softenings are adaptive (mass resolution is fixed); for more details see Appendix B.
(3) mdm: Dark matter particle mass in the high-resolution region, in our highest-resolution simulations.
(4) dm: Minimum dark matter force softening (fixed in physical units at all redshifts).
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Figure 5. M∗−Mhalo relation as Fig. 4 (points follow the legend therein), at different redshifts. Observational constraints are also shown at each redshift (each
pair of lines shows the±1σ fit to the observations at that redshift). With no tuned parameters, the simulations predict M∗−Mhalo and, by extension, the stellar
MF and galaxy clustering, at all z. Redshift evolution in M∗−Mhalo is weak, with the sense that low-mass dwarfs become higher-M∗, leading to a steeper
faint-end galaxy MF, in agreement with constraints from reionization (see Kuhlen & Faucher-Giguère 2012, and references therein).
mately comparable to the “high-resolution” simulations of isolated
galaxies and the ISM in Paper I-Paper II, within the range of reso-
lution where the results in those studies (star formation rates, wind
outflow rates, GMC lifetimes, etc.) were numerically converged
(unfortunately, it is not possible to evolve cosmological simulations
to z = 0 with the “ultra-high” sub-pc resolution therein).
In terms of the Jeans mass/length of the galaxies, our reso-
lution is broadly comparable between different simulations. Our
worst resolution in units of the Jeans length/mass occurs in the
more massive galaxies at late times, when they are relatively gas
poor, and so (despite the large total galaxy mass) the Jeans length
can become relatively small.4 Every galaxy identified in this paper
contains at least 105 bound particles.
We adopt a “standard” flat ΛCDM cosmology with h ≈ 0.7,
ΩM = 1−ΩΛ ≈ 0.27, and Ωb ≈ 0.046 for all runs.5
4 The approximate Jeans (GMC) mass/length for the z = 0 disks, assuming
Toomre Q∼ 1, increases from∼ 104 M (∼ 10−30pc) in the. 1010 M
halos to ∼ 107 M (∼ 100−200pc) in the & 1012 M halos. If Q > 1, or
if the gas fractions are higher (at higher redshifts), the Jeans masses/lengths
are larger as well.
5 Because of our choice to match some of our ICs to widely-used examples
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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3 BARYONIC PHYSICS
The simulations here use the physical models for star formation
and stellar feedback developed and presented in a series of papers
studying isolated galaxies (Hopkins et al. 2012c, 2013a, 2012b,a),
adapted for fully cosmological simulations. We summarize their
properties below, but refer to Appendix A for a more detailed ex-
planation and list of improvements. Readers interested in further
details (including resolution studies and a range of tests of the spe-
cific numerical methodology) should see Paper I & Paper II.
3.1 Cooling
Gas follows an ionized+atomic+molecular cooling curve from 10−
1010 K, including metallicity-dependent fine-structure and molecu-
lar cooling at low temperatures, and high-temperature (& 104 K)
metal-line cooling followed species-by-species for 11 separately
tracked species. At all times, we tabulate the appropriate ioniza-
tion states and cooling rates from a compilation of CLOUDY runs,
including the effect of the photo-ionizing background, accounting
for gas self-shielding. Photo-ionization and photo-electric heating
from local sources are accounted for as described below.
3.2 Star Formation
Star formation is allowed only in dense, molecular, self-gravitating
regions above n > ncrit (ncrit = 100cm−3 for our primary runs, but
we also tested from ∼ 10− 1000cm−3). This threshold is much
higher than that adopted in most “zoom-in” simulations of galaxy
formation (the high value allows us to capture highly clustered star
formation). We follow Krumholz & Gnedin (2011) to calculate the
molecular fraction fH2 in dense gas as a function of local column
density and metallicity, and allow SF only from molecular gas. We
also follow Hopkins et al. (2013d) and restrict star formation to
gas which is locally self-gravitating, i.e. has α ≡ δv2 δr/Gmgas(<
δr)< 1 on the smallest available scale (δr being our force softening
or smoothing length). This forms stars at a rate ρ˙∗ = ρmol/tff (i.e.
100% efficiency per free-fall time); so that the galaxy and even kpc-
scale star formation efficiency is not set by hand, but regulated by
feedback (typically at much lower values). Because of this, in Pa-
per I, Paper II, and Hopkins et al. (2013d) we show that the galaxy
structure and SFR are basically independent of the small-scale SF
law, density threshold (provided it is high), and treatment of molec-
ular chemistry.
3.3 Stellar Feedback
Once stars form, their feedback effects are included from several
sources. Every star particle is treated as a single stellar popula-
tion, with a known age, metallicity, and mass. Then all feedback
quantities (the stellar luminosity, spectral shape, SNe rates, stellar
wind mechanical luminosities, metal yields, etc.) are tabulated as
a function of time directly from the stellar population models in
STARBURST99, assuming a Kroupa (2002) IMF.
(1) Radiation Pressure: Gas illuminated by stars feels a
momentum flux P˙rad ≈ (1− exp(−τUV/optical))(1 + τIR)Lincident/c
along the optical depth gradient, where 1 + τIR = 1 + ΣgasκIR ac-
counts for the absorption of the initial UV/optical flux and multiple
scatterings of the re-emitted IR flux if the region between star and
for numerical comparisons, they feature very small cosmological parameter
differences. These are percent-level, smaller than the observational uncer-
tainties in the relevant quantities (Planck Collaboration et al. 2013) and pro-
duce negligible effects compared to differences between randomly chosen
halos.
gas particle is optically thick in the IR (see Appendix A). We as-
sume that the opacities scale linearly with gas metallicity.6
(2) Supernovae: We tabulate the SNe Type-I and Type-II rates
from Mannucci et al. (2006) and STARBURST99, respectively, as
a function of age and metallicity for all star particles and stochas-
tically determine at each timestep if an individual SNe occurs. If
so, the appropriate mechanical luminosity and ejecta momentum is
injected as thermal energy and radial momentum in the gas within
a smoothing length of the star particle, along with the relevant mass
and metal yield (for all followed species). When the Sedov-Taylor
phase is not fully resolved, we account for the work done by hot
gas inside the unresolved cooling radius (converting the appropri-
ate fraction of the SNe energy into momentum). We discuss this in
detail in Appendix A, but emphasize that it is particularly impor-
tant that SNe momentum not be neglected in massive halos whose
mass resolution ∼ 104 M is much larger than the ejecta mass of a
single SNe.
(3) Stellar Winds: Similarly, stellar winds are assumed to
shock locally and so we inject the appropriate tabulated mechan-
ical power L(t, Z), wind momentum, mass, and metal yields, as a
continuous function of age and metallicity into the gas within a
smoothing length of the star particles. The integrated mass fraction
recycled in winds (including both fast winds from young stars and
slow AGB winds) and SNe is ∼ 0.3.
(4) Photo-Ionization and Photo-Electric Heating: Knowing
the ionizing photon flux from each star particle, we ionize each
neighboring neutral gas particle (provided there are sufficient pho-
tons, given the gas density, metallicity, and prior ionization state),
moving outwards until the photon budget is exhausted; this alters
the heating and cooling rates appropriately. The UV fluxes are also
used to determine photo-electric heating rates following Wolfire
et al. (1995).
Extensive numerical tests of the feedback models are pre-
sented in Paper II.
4 SIMULATION NUMERICAL DETAILS
All simulations are run using a newly developed version of
TreeSPH which we refer to as “P-SPH” (Hopkins 2013), in the code
GIZMO.7 This adopts the Lagrangian “pressure-entropy” formula-
tion of the SPH equations developed in Hopkins (2013); this elim-
inates the major differences between SPH, moving mesh, and grid
(adaptive mesh) codes, and resolves the well-known issues with
fluid mixing instabilities in previously-used forms of SPH (e.g.
Agertz et al. 2007; Sijacki et al. 2012). The gravity solver is a heav-
ily modified version of the GADGET-3 code (Springel 2005); but
GIZMO also includes substantial improvements in the artificial vis-
cosity, entropy diffusion, adaptive timestepping, smoothing kernel,
and gravitational softening algorithm, as compared to the “previous
generation.” These are all described in detail in Appendix B.
6 There has been some debate in the literature regarding whether or not
the full τIR “boost” applies to the infrared radiation pressure when τIR 
1 (see e.g. Krumholz & Thompson 2012, but also Kuiper et al. 2012 and
Davis et al. (2014), who find much stronger effects in the infrared). We have
considered alternatives, discussed in Paper I. However, in the simulations
here we never resolve the extremely high densities where τIR & 1 (where
this distinction is important), and so if anything are under-estimating the IR
radiation pressure, even compared to the most conservative studies.
7 Details of the GIZMO code, together with a limited public version, user’s
guide, movies and test problem examples, are available at
www.tapir.caltech.edu/~phopkins/Site/GIZMO.html
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We emphasize that our version of SPH has been tested exten-
sively and found to give good agreement with analytic solutions as
well as well-tested grid codes on a broad suite of test problems.
Many of these are presented in Hopkins (2013). This includes Sod
shock tubes; Sedov blastwaves; wind tunnel tests (radiative and
adiabatic, up to Mach ∼ 104); linear sound wave propagation; os-
cillating polytropes; hydrostatic equilibrium “deformation”/surface
tension tests (Saitoh & Makino 2013); Kelvin-Helmholtz and
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities; the “blob test” (Agertz et al. 2007);
super-sonic and sub-sonic turbulence tests (from Mach ∼ 0.1−
103); Keplerian gas ring, disk shear, and shearing shock tests
(Cullen & Dehnen 2010); the Evrard test; the Gresho-Chan vor-
tex; spherical collapse tests; and non-linear galaxy formation tests.
For additional tests showing the improvements relative to previous-
generation SPH, see Hu et al. (2014). Since it is critical for the
problems addressed here that a code be able to handle high dy-
namic range situations, the numerical method and parameters such
as SPH “neighbor number” were not modified for these tests indi-
vidually, but are similar to what we use in our production runs in
this paper.
In Appendix B, we note that we have explicitly tested many
of the purely numerical elements of the gravity and hydrodynamic
solvers in the simulations shown here: for example, whether to
use adaptive or fixed gravitational softenings, the choice of SPH
smoothing kernel, and the timestepping algorithm. However we do
not discuss these in the main text because they produce extremely
small (. 10%-level) differences in the quantities plotted in this pa-
per.
5 RESULTS
5.1 Galaxy Masses as a Function of Redshift
Fig. 4 plots the z = 0 stellar mass-halo mass relation for our main
set of simulations from Table 1 (highest-resolution, with all physics
enabled). Note that although each high-resolution region at z = 0
contains one “primary” halo (the focus of that region), there are
several smaller-mass, independent halos also in that region. We
therefore identify and plot all such halos.8 We exclude those ha-
los that are outside the high-resolution region (more than 1% mass-
contaminated by low-resolution particles; although varying this be-
tween 0.5−10% makes little difference to our comparisons here) or
insufficiently resolved (< 0.01 times the primary halo mass, or with
< 105 dark matter particles). We also exclude subhalos/satellite
galaxies.
The known sources of stellar feedback we include, with no ad-
justment, automatically reproduce a relation between galaxy stellar
8 We use the HOP halo finder (Eisenstein & Hut 1998) to automatically
identify halos (which combines an iterative overdensity identification with
a saddle density threshold criterion to merge subhalos and overlapping ha-
los). Halo masses are defined as the mass within a spherical aperture about
the density maximum with mean density > 200 times the critical density at
each redshift (this is chosen to be similar to the choice used in abundance-
matching models, which define the observations to which we compare).
Stellar mass plotted is the total stellar mass within 20kpc of the center of the
central galaxy in the halo (we do not include satellite galaxy masses). How-
ever, we have compared with the results of a basic friends-of-finds routine
or simple by-eye identification, and find that for the results here (focused
on simple, integral halo quantities, and ignoring subhalos), this makes no
significant difference. Likewise defining the mass within ∼ 0.1Rvir instead
of 20kpc makes no significant difference.
and halo mass consistent with the observations9 from Mhalo ∼ 107−
1013 M. Specifically, the distribution of points for all Mhalo ≤
1012 M is statistically consistent (in a χ2 sense) with having been
drawn from the Moster et al. (2013) curve; if we allow for the ob-
served scatter (∼ 0.15dex at ∼ 1012 M, the width between the
plotted lines, increasing to∼ 0.3dex at the lowest observed masses)
then all our primary galaxies lie within the 2σ scatter.10
Despite the fact that this relation implies a non-uniform (and
even non-monotonic) efficiency of star formation as a function of
galaxy mass, we do not need to invoke different physics or distinct
parameters at different masses. This is particularly impressive at
low masses, where the integrated stellar mass must be suppressed
by factors of ∼ 1000 relative to the Universal baryon fraction. Un-
fortunately, at high masses (> 1013 M), the large Lagrangian re-
gions (hence large number of required particles) limit the resolution
we can achieve; we have experimented with some low-resolution
test runs which appear to produce overly massive galaxies, but
higher-resolution studies are required to determine if that owes to a
need for additional physics or simply poor numerical resolution.
Interestingly, the scatter in M∗ at fixed Mhalo may decrease
weakly with mass, from ∼ 0.5 dex in dwarf galaxies (Mhalo .
1010 M) to∼ 0.1−0.2 dex in massive (∼ L∗) galaxies. But given
the limited number of halos we study here, further investigation
allowing more diverse merger/growth histories is needed.
Fig. 5 shows the M∗−Mhalo relation at various redshifts. At
each z, we compare with observationally constrained estimates of
the M∗ −Mhalo relation. Implicitly, if they agree in M∗(Mhalo),
our models are consistent with the observed stellar MF (given, of
course, the limited statistics by which we are “sampling” the MF).
At high redshifts, the halos we simulate are of course lower-mass,
so eventually we have no high-mass galaxies; this limits the extent
to which our results can be compared to observations above z∼ 2.
5.2 Other (Basic) Galaxy Properties
We wish to focus here on galaxy masses and star formation histo-
ries. Companion papers (in preparation) will examine the galaxy
morphologies and other observables in more detail. It is important,
when studying those properties, to construct a meaningful compar-
ison (e.g. using the same methods and wavelengths observed), and
this is non-trivial. Moreover, it is by no means obvious that these
properties are as robust to numerical details as the galaxy stellar
masses (discussed further below), and it is completely outside the
scope of this paper to fairly explore those dependencies.
That said, we can briefly note the basic properties of the spe-
cific simulations in Table 1 at z = 0, with the caveat that these may
not be robust to changes in either the initial conditions (the partic-
ular halo simulated) or our numerical methods. Morphologically,
at z = 0, run m09 resembles an ultrafaint dwarf; m10 a thick, but
rotating dwarf irregular; and m11 a more “fluffy” dwarf spheroidal.
9 Note that Behroozi et al. (2012) and Moster et al. (2013) use definitions of
halo mass which differ slightly (by≈ 10%). For our purposes, this produces
negligible differences in our comparison.
10 We can also fit the points here to the same power-law functional form
used empirically: if we do so, the best-fit slope and normalization are both
within 0.5σ of the fit to observations in Moster et al. (2013) (the error bar
is dominated by the small-number statistics in our halo sampling). The sim-
ulations with Mhalo  1010 M are statistically inconsistent with the ex-
trapolation of the flatter slope from Behroozi et al. (2012), but this is en-
tirely below the region actually observed, where Behroozi et al. (2012) and
Moster et al. (2013) agree well, and there the simulations do not signifi-
cantly “prefer” either fit.
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Runs m12v, m12q, m12i produce bulge+disk systems, with m12v
showing a prominent bulge at all times z . 2; m12q is more disk-
dominated until a late major merger at z < 0.5 destroys the disk;
and run m12i produces a stellar disk with little bulge. Run m13 is
totally bulge-dominated. Each galaxy has an approximately flat ro-
tation curve outside of the central couple kpc; those with M∗ < 1010
slowly rise with radius to Vmax, and the more massive systems
are flat to within the central ∼ kpc, except for m12v (where the
compact bulge leads to a central-kpc spike at ∼ 250kms−1). The
galaxy sizes, measured as the half-stellar mass effective radii, are
(0.3, 0.52, 3.5, 2.8, 3.2, 4.2, 4.8)kpc for (m09, m10, m11, m12v,
m12q, m12i, m13), consistent with the observed stellar size-mass
relation (Shen et al. 2003; Wolf et al. 2010).
5.3 (Lack of) Dependence on Numerical Methods
In Fig. 6 we investigate how the M∗−Mhalo relation depends on
numerical parameters and feedback. First we repeat Fig. 4 for sim-
ulations with different purely numerical parameters. These can and
do, indeed, have significant quantitative effects – they can easily
shift the predicted stellar masses by factors ∼ 2− 3. However, we
stress that they do not qualitatively change our conclusions.
Modest changes in resolution (our “low-resolution” runs cor-
respond to one power of two step in spatial resolution, and a corre-
sponding factor of 23 = 8 change in mass resolution) lead to signif-
icant, but not order-of-magnitude, changes in M∗: generally we ob-
tain larger M∗ by factors of∼ 1.5 at high masses (Mhalo & 1011 M)
and ∼ 2− 3 at the lowest masses (Mhalo < 1010 M) at lower res-
olution, owing to a combination of (a) artificially enhanced mixing
and thus cooling of diffuse gas, since ISM phases are less well-
resolved, and (b) the fact that the coupling of feedback energy and
momentum is necessarily spread over larger mass elements. If we
downgrade our resolution more substantially – by a factor of∼ 100
in mass, or> 10 in spatial scale (i.e. using the> 100pc spatial reso-
lution which is typical of most previous cosmological simulations),
the results diverge more substantially: galaxy masses at z ∼ 0 are
a factor of ∼ 3− 5 higher at high masses and ∼ 10 higher at low
masses. This makes sense, because at that resolution, we simply
cannot meaningfully resolve even the most massive structures in
the ISM.11
Some of our numerical tests are not plotted here because their
effects are not significant. We have, for example, re-run several
simulations with twice and five times larger dark matter soften-
ing lengths (same baryonic softening); using or de-activating adap-
tive gravitational softenings (which ensure there are always ∼ 100
neighbor particles in the softening kernel); varying the number of
SPH “neighbors” in the hydrodynamic kernel and number of SPH
particles to which energy and momentum are coupled; using a sin-
gle timestep or Strang-split integration scheme in the code; varying
the Courant factor of the hydrodynamic solver; changing the order
of operator-splitting for the cooling and feedback steps; or forcing
equal vs. allowing separate gravitational softenings for baryons and
dark matter. These produce very small (< 10%) differences. We
also varied the sizes of the high-resolution “zoom-in” Lagrangian
regions of the halos; the results here are insensitive to the region
size if we choose sizes & 2Rvir (at the redshift of interest), but the
11 We have run a couple tests with 30 times higher particle numbers than
our production-quality runs (for m12i and m10), to z = 2, and found that
the stellar masses at this time and earlier vary by ∼ 10− 50% from those
quoted here. However, this appears to be primarily stochastic, rather than
systematic, so we suspect the masses will not change much further at still
higher resolution.
Figure 6. M∗ −Mhalo relation at z = 0, as Fig. 4. Top: Simulations with
different numerical parameters: we show the effects of varied resolution,
artificial viscosity, and the algorithmic implementation of feedback. We
also compare a completely different version of SPH (with a different set
of hydrodynamic equations), which is known to differ significantly in cer-
tain idealized hydrodynamic test problems. These have little effect on our
predictions. Bottom: Effect of physical variation in stellar feedback prop-
erties. We compare runs with no stellar feedback, with no supernovae (but
stellar winds, radiation pressure, and photo-ionization heating included), or
with no radiative feedback (radiation pressure and local HII-heating). “No
feedback” runs generally predict M∗ ∼ fb Mhalo, in severe conflict with the
observations.12 Removing radiative or SNe feedback also produce order-of-
magnitude too-large stellar masses. The non-linear combination of feedback
mechanisms (not any one in isolation) is critical to drive winds and regulate
galaxy masses.
cooling of halo gas and star formation are artificially suppressed if
the high-resolution region is much smaller.
Changing the small-scale star formation prescription in the
simulations has very little effect on our predictions. This is ex-
pected based on all of our previous studies using isolated (non-
cosmological) simulations (for explicit examples where we vary
the density threshold and instantaneous “efficiency” of star forma-
tion in dense gas by factors of > 1000, as well as the density, tem-
perature, chemical, and virial-state dependence of star formation,
see Paper I, Paper II, and Hopkins et al. 2013d). Globally, star for-
mation is feedback-regulated: a certain number of young stars are
required to balance gravitational collapse/dissipation, independent
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of how those stars form. So long as cooling can proceed, they will
form (what will change, via this self-regulation, if we change e.g.
the density threshold above which stars form, is the amount of gas
which “builds up” above that threshold; see Hopkins et al. 2012b).
In Fig. 6 we show examples where we vary the density thresh-
old for star formation by factors of ∼ 100 (producing < 0.2 dex
random/non-systematic changes in stellar mass), or impose a much
stricter local virial criterion for star formation (local virial param-
eter < 0.5 instead of 1; producing a ∼ 20% difference in stellar
mass); we have also experimented with removing the virial param-
eter entirely or dividing the instantaneous efficiency of star forma-
tion in dense gas by a factor of 100 (both produce< 10% changes).
We have also investigated different purely algorithmic meth-
ods for coupling the same feedback physics. Subtle differences in
the algorithmic implementation of feedback have little systematic
effect on the stellar mass, provided the same mechanisms are in-
cluded; however they can only be compared statistically, since the
stochastic nature of feedback means that even very subtle changes
can produce significant differences in the exact time history of
bursts, for example. Of what we have considered, the most impor-
tant parameter is how we implement the momentum gained during
the Sedov-Taylor phase of SNe remnant expansion when the cool-
ing radius is unresolved (see Appendix A). For example, one of
the “mod. SNe coupling algorithm” examples changes the particle
weights (using a standard SPH kernel weight – effectively mass-
weighted in the smoothing kernel – instead of a volumetric weight-
ing) used to determine the coupling of SNe energy and momen-
tum in the kernel. This can have dramatic effects on test problems:
for a SNe in an infinitely thin, adiabatic disk with a low-density
exterior, a mass-weighting couples all the momentum in the disk
plane, instead of the vertical direction (the correct solution). Nev-
ertheless we see this has relatively weak (∼ 20%) effects on the
stellar mass and star formation history (in part because, in the av-
erage over many SNe over large volumes, all that matters is the
total feedback input); however, it can significantly effect the mor-
phological structure of e.g. the dense gas in a thin disk. We have
also experimented with different functional forms for the ratio of
the SNe energy and momentum coupling (producing small effects).
The “mod. RP algorithm” choice discretizes our radiation pressure
term (which is usually a continuous force) into intentionally very
large (> 500kms−1) “kicks” (this keeps the same total momentum
flux, but makes each such particle “kicked” unbound) – unsurpris-
ingly this suppresses star formation further, but only by a factor of
∼ 3. In the “mod. RP+SNe” choice we discretize the radiation pres-
sure into smaller kicks (= 5kms−1) and see this has little effect (as
expected). In all cases the results lie within the (rather large) range
allowed by observations.
In a companion paper, Kereš et al. (2014) consider the de-
tailed effects of substantial changes to each aspect of our numerical
method described in Appendix B. Here, we simply show a few ba-
sic comparisons. Considerable attention has recently been paid to
differences between the results of grid codes and older SPH meth-
ods (such as that in Springel & Hernquist 2002) for certain prob-
lems (especially sub-sonic fluid mixing instabilities; see Agertz
et al. 2007; Kitsionas et al. 2009; Bauer & Springel 2012; Vogels-
berger et al. 2012; Sijacki et al. 2012; Kereš et al. 2012). The nu-
merical method used for our standard simulations has been specif-
ically shown to resolve most of these discrepancies (giving results
quite similar to grid codes in test problems); this is verified in Hop-
kins (2013) for standard test problems and Kereš et al. (2014) for
cosmological simulations. However we have re-run some of our
simulations using the Springel & Hernquist (2002) formulation of
SPH (described in Appendix B), which shows the most pronounced
forms of these discrepancies. Despite the known differences be-
tween such methods for certain test problems, we find in Fig. 6
(top panel) that it makes little difference for the predicted galaxy
masses. The older SPH method gives slightly lower M∗(Mhalo) (by
about ≈ 0.15dex), primarily because cooling of diffuse “hot halo”
gas is suppressed by less-efficient mixing. But for this specific
question, the effect is quite small compared to the effects of in-
cluding the appropriate stellar feedback physics. We also show an
experiment where adopt an entirely distinct artificial viscosity pre-
scription (see Appendix B for details), which produces negligible
differences.
It is important to stress that our conclusion here – that our re-
sults depend only weakly on the numerical details – applies to the
galaxy stellar masses and other lowest-order, integrated quantities.
In future work, we will study other properties of the simulations,
such as the galaxy morphologies, which can (and do) depend on
some parameters much more sensitively. For example, the modifi-
cations to the SNe coupling algorithm described above, which pro-
duce very little systematic change in our predicted stellar masses
and star formation histories, produce surprisingly large changes to
the angular momentum content and thickness of disks in the more
massive galaxies.
Finally, we show these results in part to stress, emphatically,
that while there are always numerical choices in any code, there has
been no “tuning” of these parameters for our study here. Certainly
none of these has been “fit” or “adjusted” to match any observa-
tions, and all the choices above are held constant across our stan-
dard set of simulations, using values calibrated from simple test
problems (e.g. Hopkins 2013).
5.4 (Strong) Dependence on Feedback
The lower panel in Fig. 6 shows the effect of varying the physics of
feedback: now, we see dramatic differences in M∗(Mhalo). Remov-
ing all feedback (every mechanism listed in § 3.3), gas cools and
collapses on a dynamical time tdyn within the disk, forming stars at
a rate M˙∗ ∼Mgas/tdyn ∼ M˙gas where M˙gas is the inflow rate from the
halo. Most of the baryons are turned into stars.12
If we turn off SNe feedback, but retain all other forms of feed-
back, the results are nearly as bad: again, M∗ is severely overpre-
dicted in both dwarfs and MW-mass systems. In the . 1010 halos,
with no SNe, other forms of feedback may still suppress SF signif-
icantly (so M∗ fb Mhalo), but the masses are still much too large
relative to those observed by factors of ∼ 100. We also note that,
as many previous studies have pointed out (Murray et al. 2005;
McKee & Ostriker 2007; Shetty & Ostriker 2008; Faucher-Giguère
et al. 2013), it is ultimately the momentum injected by SNe, not just
the thermal energy, which regulates star formation. So as expected,
if we artificially turn off the SNe momentum (coupling only ther-
mal energy, as is common in many cosmological simulations), then
in our simulations of massive (> 1012 M) halos, this is nearly as
bad as removing SNe entirely. In the lowest-mass dwarfs, the dis-
crepancy is not so severe (factor . 2 changes in the SFH), because
the mass resolution (∼ 100M) is such that the early expansion
phases of SNe remnants (in which the thermal energy begins to be
converted into momentum) are well-resolved.
12 Even with no feedback, at very low masses Mhalo . 109 M, some sup-
pression of SF occurs after reionization because we still include a photo-
ionizing background. However the predicted stellar mass is still larger than
observed by at least an order of magnitude.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the M∗(Mhalo) relation (as Fig. 4) predicted by
other published simulations in the literature using sub-grid stellar feedback
models. We compile these results (colored points), where available, at low-
z (z = 0− 0.5; top) and high-z (z = 2− 3; bottom). We compare against
the simulations presented here (gray points) with explicit feedback, and ob-
servational constraints (lines). Even sub-grid models which are “success-
ful” near ∼ L∗ at z ∼ 0 over-predict M∗(Mhalo) by an order-of-magnitude
relative to our explicit feedback simulations and observations at both low
masses (Mhalo . 1010 M) and/or high redshifts (z & 2). The exceptions
appear to be the newest generation of sub-grid models which have been ex-
plicitly adjusted to mimic the effects of radiative feedback as well as SNe,
seen in our explicit feedback models: this includes Stinson et al. (2013);
Aumer et al. (2013); Ceverino et al. (2013); Trujillo-Gomez et al. (2013).
If we remove radiative feedback entirely (both radiation pres-
sure and local photo-ionization and photo-electric heating, as de-
scribed in § 3.3), but retain SNe (and stellar winds), we see a
nearly identical failure (to the no-SNe case) in both dwarfs and
massive galaxies: while M∗ < fb Mhalo, far too many stars form. As
we showed in Paper II, these mechanisms are critical to disrupt the
dense regions of GMCs in which young stars are born, before SNe
explode, and thus allowing the SNe to heat larger, lower-density
volumes of gas (which can both avoid over-cooling and feel the
collective effects of many SNe rather than just one), and therefore
actually generate significant galactic outflows. The same result is
found (on smaller scales) in much higher-resolution simulations
of either single star clusters or the first stars, which directly treat
the radiation-hydrodynamics with each single star as a source (e.g.
Offner et al. 2009; Krumholz et al. 2011; Tasker 2011; Wise et al.
2012).
Interestingly, in the dwarfs, if we turn off only radiation pres-
sure, or only photo-ionization heating, the effect is much less se-
vere: the predicted stellar mass is still significantly larger, but it
is > 100 times larger when both are removed. Radiation pressure
can, to some extent, “make up for” the loss of photo-heating, and
vice versa. This should actually not be surprising: the most mas-
sive GMCs in dwarf galaxies have local characteristic velocities
< 10kms−1, thus either HII heating or UV radiation pressure alone
can disrupt them (though we expect, under these conditions, HII
heating should dominate), and this is completely consistent with
both observations of star-forming regions (e.g. Lopez et al. 2011)
and numerical radiation-hydrodynamic simulations of low-density,
low-velocity clouds (Harper-Clark & Murray 2011; Sales et al.
2013). And indeed this tradeoff between photo-heating and radi-
ation pressure in small clouds is exactly what we saw in our ultra-
high resolution simulations of isolated dwarfs of the same mass
(discussed extensively in Paper II; see Figs. 7, 9, and 14-19 therein).
In the massive systems, on the other hand, the radiation pres-
sure term becomes more important than the HII heating. We see
this in tests with both m12q and m12v. Even when the difference
in stellar mass is not large (e.g. the m12v case), the lack of radi-
ation pressure feedback is particularly evident in the dense, early-
forming center of the galaxy, where in the runs without radiation
pressure feedback an enormous central density “spike” appears,
leading to a very large circular velocity of∼ 400kms−1 in the cen-
tral regions of these systems. At these densities, HII photo-heating
is dynamically insignificant.
If we disable stellar wind feedback (specifically, retaining stel-
lar winds as a source of mass and metals, but associating no energy
or momentum with that mass), and retain all other feedback, we see
relatively weak effects. This is not surprising: their momentum flux
is comparable to but not larger than other sources, and their ener-
getics are much less than SNe. But they are obviously an extremely
important source of mass and metals in the ISM.
5.5 Comparison to Previous Work
In Fig. 7, we compare our results (grey points) at low and high red-
shifts, to those from previous simulations spanning a wide range
of galaxy properties and numerical methods (Pelupessy et al. 2004;
Stinson et al. 2007, 2013; Mashchenko et al. 2008; Valcke et al.
2008; Governato et al. 2010, 2012; Oser et al. 2010; Feldmann et al.
2009; Brooks et al. 2011; Guedes et al. 2011; Sawala et al. 2011;
Scannapieco et al. 2011; De Rossi et al. 2013; Okamoto 2013;
Kannan et al. 2013). All of these simulations include some form
of sub-grid model designed to mimic the ultimate effects of stel-
lar feedback, although the prescriptions adopted differ substantially
between each. Most of these models are specifically tuned to repro-
duce reasonable scaling for MW-mass systems at z ∼ 0. However,
two discrepancies are immediately evident. First, nearly all the pre-
vious models predict much larger stellar masses in dwarf galaxies
with Mhalo . 1011.5 M, compared to either our simulations or the
observational constraints. Second, even simulations which produce
excellent agreement with the observations at z = 0 tend to predict
far too much star formation at high redshift (take e.g. the simu-
lation in Guedes et al. 2011, which produces a MW-like system
with many properties consistent with observations at z = 0, but has
turned nearly all its baryons into stars at z& 2).
These are similar to the discrepancies that appear when we
re-run our simulations excluding radiative feedback. And indeed,
nearly all of the models from the literature in Fig. 7, even given
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various freely adjustable parameters, are designed and motivated
only to reproduce the effects of supernova feedback, which we have
shown is insufficient to explain the observations.
In fact, the only sub-grid models, to our knowledge, which
currently do not produce such discrepancies (and agree broadly
with our simulations both at low masses and high redshifts) are
the recent generation of models in Stinson et al. (2013); Aumer
et al. (2013); Ceverino et al. (2013); Trujillo-Gomez et al. (2013)
(for some additional results from these see Kannan et al. 2013).
These new models (all of which have been developed recently) are
specifically designed/tuned to mimic the effects of radiative feed-
back (albeit indirectly), and to reproduce via simple sub-resolution
prescriptions (including turning off cooling) some of the most im-
portant effects of radiation pressure and photo-heating which were
studied in our previous work (Hopkins et al. 2012d).13 Whether
this is unique or not remains to be tested; the phase structure and
other properties of outflows and the CGM in such models can be
very different from those predicted here, even for the same mass-
loading efficiencies (discussed further below). It will be particularly
interesting to see whether other recently-developed sub-grid mod-
els such as that in Agertz et al. (2013), also incorporating the effects
of radiative feedback but via very different prescriptions, will also
agree well with observations at both low and high redshifts. In any
case, these comparisons – and the results from this new generation
of sub-grid models – highlight that some accounting for non-SNe
feedback is critical.
5.6 Instantaneous Suppression of Star Formation (at Fixed
Gas Densities)
We now examine galaxy star formation rates. In the previous sec-
tion, we showed that the integrated SF is suppressed with feedback.
But equally important is that feedback suppresses instantaneous
SFRs in galaxies. This is manifest in the Kennicutt-Schmidt (KS)
relation, shown in Fig. 8.14 We plot the simulations at all redshifts
(the redshift evolution is insignificant), and compare to observa-
tions at a range of redshifts (which also find little or no evolution).15
The predicted KS law agrees well with observations at all red-
shifts. As shown in Paper I-Paper III, this emerges naturally as a
consequence of feedback, and is not put in by hand. Recall that the
instantaneous SF efficiency (SF per dynamical time) in dense gas in
the simulations is 100%; however the global SF efficiency is∼ 2%.
This difference arises because at ∼ 2% efficiency, feedback injects
sufficient momentum to offset dissipation (indeed, given the same
feedback, we obtain the identical KS law independent of the details
of our small-scale SF law; see Hopkins et al. 2011, 2013d).
13 There have also been interesting results from the re-tuned wind model
of Oppenheimer & Davé (2006) used more recently in slightly different
forms in Torrey et al. (2013), Marinacci et al. (2014), and Hirschmann et al.
(2013). However, in this model, the wind outflow rates are set explicitly
by-hand (and in fact the most recent scalings used were adjusted based on
comparison to the sub-grid models including radiative feedback), and then
tuned to reproduce the observed mass function. So this is essentially what
we attempt to predict here.
14 We define ΣSFR = M˙∗/piR2SFR (where M˙∗ is the total SFR and RSFR is
the half-SFR radius) and Σgas = Mgas/piR2SFR (where Mgas is the gas mass
within the 90% SFR radius). Defining both M˙∗ and Mgas within RSFR or the
stellar effective radius shifts the points along the relation.
15 We compile the observed local galaxies in Kennicutt (1998) and Bigiel
et al. (2008), and high-redshift galaxies in Genzel et al. (2010) and Daddi
et al. (2010); shaded region shows the 90% inclusion range at each Σgas
from the compilation. As discussed in those papers, there is no significant
offset between the high and low-redshift systems at fixed Σgas.
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Figure 8. Kennicutt-Schmidt law, observed (Kennicutt 1998; Bigiel et al.
2008; Genzel et al. 2010; Daddi et al. 2010, yellow shaded range) and sim-
ulated (points as Fig. 4). We emphasize that this is a prediction: the in-
stantaneous SF efficiency per dynamical time in dense gas is 100% in the
simulations, but the emergent KS-law, as a consequence of feedback, has
an efficiency a factor ∼ 50 lower. As shown in Paper I and Hopkins et al.
(2013d), this is insensitive, with resolved feedback models, to the small-
scale star formation law, and entirely determined by stellar feedback. “No
feedback” models lie a factor ∼ 50 above the observations; “no radiation”
and “no SNe” models (Fig. 6) lie a factor ∼ 10 above observations.
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Figure 9. Example star formation history (SFH) for the m12v simulation, in
our standard (explicit feedback) model compared to different sub-grid feed-
back treatments. We show the formation history of all stars in the simulated
box at z = 0 (smoothed in 107 yr bins); this is not qualitatively different
from the SFR versus time of the largest “main” galaxy in the box at each
time. “No feedback” models force the galaxy to lie on the KS-law (SF is
“slow”) but do not expel gas; gas piles up until the SFR balances the halo
accretion rate, with a broad peak from z ∼ 2− 6. “Sub-grid wind” models
“kick” gas at a rate proportional to the SFR; we show examples with dif-
ferent efficiencies and implementations. By design, model “2” produces a
nearly identical z = 0 stellar mass M∗ to our explicit feedback model. These
sub-grid models (by construction) lower the SFR, but in both cases leave the
qualitative behavior of the SFH identical. Explicit feedback models not only
suppress the total M∗ formed, but change the shape of the SFH. SF is more
“bursty” on small timescales, and the SFR is flatter in time (more biased to
late times, without the broad high-z peak).
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Figure 10. SFH for each “main” (largest) z = 0 galaxy in our standard (explicit-feedback) simulations. Lines show the mean SFR averaged on timescales
of 108 yr (black solid) and 109 yr (red dashed). With explicit feedback, SFRs are highly variable below the galaxy dynamical time. Moreover, the (averaged)
SFRs tend to be flat and/or rising with time. In contrast, with no feedback, the SFH has a sharp rise and fall peaking at z∼ 2− 6. In the least massive dwarfs
(m09; M∗ < 106 M and Vvir(z = 0)< 20kms−1), the SFR is strongly suppressed after reionization once a combination of the ionizing background and some
small amount of feedback from the early star formation is able to expel most of the halo gas and prevent new cooling. We compare our m11, m12, and m13
runs to the observationally inferred “mean” tracks (colored lines) for the main galaxies in halos of the same z = 0 mass, from Moster et al. (2013, magenta)
and Behroozi et al. (2012, cyan). In each case the lines bracket the 1σ range/scatter in the observed galaxy population. Our m11 and m12 runs agree very
well with these constraints; however, in the most massive systems (m13), the galaxy never “quenches,” and the SFR remains high in conflict with observations
below z∼ 1.
Figure 11. Top: SFR versus galaxy stellar mass at different redshifts. We compare the observed (best-fit) relations from the compilation in Behroozi et al.
(2012, black dashed) and Zahid et al. (2012, blue dashed) (the systematic offset is typical of different calibrations). Allowing for the typical factor ∼ 2
systematic observational calibration uncertainty, the agreement is good at all z. However, magenta +’s compare low-resolution (100 pc softening) runs of some
massive halos which produce too-massive galaxies at z = 0: there is little offset between these simulations and our fiducial models. The observed relation
is simply a consequences of galaxies having relatively “flat” star formation histories. Bottom: Specific SFR of galaxies with different M∗, versus redshift.
Observations are compiled in Behroozi et al. (2012, Table 5) and Torrey et al. (2013). The dynamic range here is smaller so the plot appears noisier, but the
information is identical to that at top. SSFRs at z & 2 are relatively flat, indicating rising SF histories at high-z.
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If we instead consider simulations with weak/no feedback,
the global KS relation is severely over-predicted (efficient cooling
leads to global efficiencies∼ 100%). In most cosmological simula-
tions, this is offset “by hand” by simply enforcing a large-scale SF
law that is sufficiently “slow” that it agrees with the observations;
however we see that this is already (implicitly) a sub-grid feedback
model. Including explicit feedback obviates the need for these pre-
scriptions, meaning that the instantaneous SF properties are truly
predictive, and not simply a consequence of our chosen small-scale
SF law.
5.7 Global Star Formation Histories
In Fig. 9, we examine the SFH of one MW-mass galaxy. We com-
pare this to common sub-grid models. First, a “no-feedback” model
following Springel & Hernquist (2003a); this includes only a sub-
grid model for the effects of stellar feedback on the ISM struc-
ture (an “effective equation of state”) which ensures, by design (via
tuned parameters) that the galaxy lies on the Kennicutt-Schmidt re-
lation and has reasonable gas densities. However, without galactic
winds, gas from inflows quickly builds up and the SFR rises un-
til M˙∗ ≈ M˙inflow, and nearly all the baryons are turned into stars.
The galaxy at z = 0 is far too massive, and most of its stars are old
(formed at z & 2, with the SFR peaking at z ∼ 5).16 We then add
a sub-grid wind model, in which gas is “kicked” out of the galaxy
(forced to free-stream to ensure it escapes the disk) at a rate propor-
tional to the SFR: here the mass-loading is equal to the SFR (“sub-
grid wind 1”). This suppresses the SFR (as it is intended to do), by
about a uniform factor∼ 2, as expected. However this still leaves a
too-massive galaxy, with most of its stars formed very early. Next,
we consider a stronger wind model (“sub-grid wind 2”): the mass-
loading is doubled, with the free-steaming length fixed. This further
suppresses the SFR – in this model the final stellar mass agrees rea-
sonably well with our explicit-feedback simulation. However, the
sub-grid model still produces a SFR which peaks at very high red-
shifts z ∼ 2− 6. The problem is that in all the sub-grid models –
regardless of the absolute suppression of the integrated SFR or po-
sition on the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation – the shape of the galaxy
SFH still closely resembles the shape of the halo inflow rate vs.
time (for examples of this with other sub-grid models, see Oppen-
heimer & Davé 2008; Scannapieco et al. 2011; Stinson et al. 2013;
Puchwein & Springel 2013).
These broadly peaked SF histories are disfavored by a va-
riety of observations. They produce too-massive galaxies at high
redshift, as discussed above. But they also produce galaxies with
SF histories at high-z that disagree with direct observational con-
straints (see Papovich et al. 2005; Reddy et al. 2006; Stark et al.
2009).
With our full, explicit feedback model included, we see that
the shape of the SF history is qualitatively changed, and is more
consistent with observations. At all times, SFRs are much more
time-variable (this is discussed below). At the highest z & 6, halo
and stellar masses both grow efficiently (albeit with some offset).17
16 As noted in the many previous simulations with this sub-grid model (e.g.
Springel & Hernquist 2003b), the “effective equation of state” approach
does not allow cooling below ∼ 104 K, so if those simulations properly
included molecular or fine-structure cooling (with the appropriate high res-
olution), the SFH might peak even earlier.
17 We caution that for our massive galaxies (Mhalo & 1012 M; with par-
ticle masses ∼ 104 M), at high redshifts (z & 4), the progenitor galaxies
have small baryonic masses and so are not as well resolved. As a result,
the SF histories at these masses and redshifts depend more sensitively on
This is the “rapid assembly” phase, before/during reionization, in
which feedback – while able to eject some gas from the galaxy
and provide some overall suppression and variability of M˙∗ – does
not appear to dominate the gas dynamics (the central potential and
mass of the halo grow on timescales comparable to the galaxy
dynamical time; so M˙∗ ∝ M˙halo). But from z ∼ 2− 6, feedback
acts strongly, and there appears to be a maximum, steady-state
SFR which is constant or slowly increasing with time at which the
galaxy is able to cycle new material into a fountain and so maintain
equilibrium. This “quasi-equilibrium” SFR scales with the central
potential of the galaxy (see Paper III), as traced by quantities such
as the central halo density or Vmax (the maximum circular velocity),
not the halo mass or virial velocity. The central potential depth in-
creases only weakly over this time as halos accrete material on their
outskirts. Below z∼ 2, a competition ensues between slowing halo
accretion rates and more highly-enriched halo gas raising cooling
rates. Individual mergers also have a more dramatic effect on SF
histories.
In Fig. 10, we show the SFH for each main z = 0 galaxy in our
simulations,18 and see that all cases with 109 . Mhalo . 1013 M
exhibit similar (relatively flat or slowly rising) SFHs.19 In the most
massive halos, some decline occurs when Mhalo & 1012 M, as the
cooling time of virialized gas becomes longer relative to the dy-
namical time (the system transitions to “hot mode” accretion and
filamentary infall is suppressed). However, we stress that the galax-
ies are clearly not “quenched” – every system we simulate is still
very much a star-forming, blue galaxy at z∼ 0 (our m13 simulation
would need a SFR 1M yr−1 at z = 0 to be “red and dead” by
most definitions, but its SFR is∼ 5M yr−1). In very low mass ha-
los (e.g. our m09, with Vvir(z = 0)< 20kms−1), cooling is strongly
suppressed after reionization.
5.8 Specific SFRs and the SF “Main Sequence”
Fig. 11 compares the galaxy-integrated SFRs in all our simulated
systems (including non-main halos) with observations of the SFR
or specific SFR (SFR/M∗) as a function of galaxy stellar mass, at
various redshifts. The simulations agree well with the SFR “main
sequence” (SFR−M∗ relation) observed at all z (observations plot-
ted include compilations from Erb et al. 2006; Noeske et al. 2007;
Daddi et al. 2007; Elbaz et al. 2007; Stark et al. 2009 and others
in Behroozi et al. 2012 (see Table 5 therein) and Zahid et al. 2012.
The scatter is also similar to that observed. There may be some
slight tension (the predictions being slightly high at z = 0 and low
at z = 2), but these are well within the range of systematic uncer-
tainties owing to different SFR calibrations (we show a couple such
examples). By extension, the simulations similarly agree with the
evolution in specific SFRs of galaxies as a function of mass.
Evolution in specific SFRs and SFR−M∗ towards higher
the details of how feedback is coupled, even though the later-time SFRs
and final stellar masses are robust to these variations. See Appendix A for
details.
18 We define this as the formation rate vs. time (essentially a histogram
of formation times) of all stars which end up in a 10kpc aperture centered
on the final (z = 0) main galaxy in the simulation, averaged in 108 yr bins.
Since most of these stars form “in situ,” the results are similar if we instead
identify the most massive progenitor galaxy at all times and plot its galaxy-
integrated SFR at each time.
19 Interestingly, the m12q simulation shows a much higher high-z SFR than
m12v or m12i. This is in part because the particular choice of a “quiescent”
halo led, in this case, to a halo with relatively little growth at late times
(z . 3), hence a particularly early “formation time.”
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Figure 12. Variability of the SFHs shown in Fig. 10, quantified versus
timescales ∆tavg. For each “main” galaxy in each simulation, we show the
logarithmic dispersion in the SFR σSFR about its mean on longer timescales,
when the SFR is time-averaged over the timescale ∆tavg. The variability
rises substantially on timescales ∼ 107− 108 yr (galaxy dynamical times),
owing to a combination of fountain dynamics, local structure in the galax-
ies, and stochastic effects from individual star forming regions. The short-
timescale variability is a factor of ∼ 2− 3 in ∼ L∗ galaxies, but rises
to order-of-magnitude level in dwarfs (where individual star clusters and
bursts have a more dramatic effect).
SSFR at high-z simply reflects rising gas fractions (as it must, since
the simulations lie on the same KS-law in Fig. 8). The “flatten-
ing” of SSFR at high-z implies SF histories of individual galaxies
are rising with time (as we see directly); physically it follows from
the saturation of gas fractions at large values, and rapid growth of
halo mass at these times. The SFR−M∗ relation is, to lowest order,
just M˙∗ ∼ M∗/tHubble(z) – this must be trivially true in any sce-
nario where SFRs are relatively flat and/or rising with time (typical
of star-forming galaxies). For this reason we see the same relation
even in our simulations without feedback, as have other simulations
with different feedback prescriptions (see Kereš et al. 2009; Davé
et al. 2011). And we see that even the very massive halos (which
produce “too large” an M∗ at low redshifts) lie on the extension of
the observed relation (the problem is that they continue on the rela-
tion, rather than “quenching” and moving below it, as observed at
high masses).
5.9 Quantifying Burstiness/Variability in SFRs
In Fig. 9, we showed that the SFRs are significantly more time-
variable in models with explicit/resolved feedback as compared to
sub-grid feedback models. We quantify this in Fig. 12. We measure
the dispersion in the SFR smoothed over various time intervals. Un-
surprisingly, the scatter is larger on small timescales. On 108 yr
timescales, the variability is always small (SFHs are “smooth”) –
this is more a function of the evolution of the halo over a Hubble
time. Some such long-timescale variability is driven by mergers and
global gravitational instabilities, but much of the short-timescale
variability is not connected to these phenomena. Rather, on smaller
timescales (comparable to the galaxy dynamical time) the dynam-
ics of fountains, feedback, and individual giant molecular clouds
and star clusters becomes important, so the scatter increases down
to timescales ∼ 106 yr (comparable to the massive stellar evolu-
tion timescale).20 The short-timescale scatter is modest (∼ 0.3dex)
for massive systems (Mhalo & 1012 M), but rises in smaller halos
(where even single star clusters can have large effects) to ∼ 1dex
at Mhalo . 1010 M.21
6 DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Key Results and Predictions
We present a series of cosmological zoom-in simulations1 of galax-
ies with Mhalo ∼ 109− 1013 M and M∗ ∼ 104− 1011 M. At this
time, several of these runs represent the highest-resolution in both
mass and force resolution of any fully cosmological runs to z = 0.
But the most important improvement, compared to previous simu-
lations, is that we for the first time include a fully explicit treatment
of both the multi-phase (cold molecular through atomic, ionized,
and hot diffuse) ISM and stellar feedback. Our treatment of the ISM
is enabled both by our resolution and improved treatment of cooling
and heating physics (e.g. molecular and metal line cooling, photo-
ionization and photo-electric heating with self-shielding). Our stel-
lar feedback model utilizes explicit time-dependent energy, mo-
mentum, mass and metal fluxes taken directly from stellar pop-
ulation models, without free/adjustable parameters. As such, the
SFRs in our simulations, the resulting outflows, and galaxy stellar
masses are not the result of tuning or “by hand” adjusting feedback
efficiencies. Critically, we include not just thermal energy from
SNe, but the momentum and energy associated with SNe Types
Ia & II, stellar winds (young star & AGB), local photo-ionization
and photo-electric heating, and radiation pressure from UV and IR
photons. In addition, our formulation of SPH resolves the histori-
cal numerical problems with this method, especially important for
cooling in hot halo atmospheres (see Appendix B; Hopkins 2013;
Keres et al. in prep).
Our key conclusions include:
• Stellar feedback – from known sources including SNe (energy
and momentum), stellar winds, radiation pressure (primarily op-
tical/UV), and photo-heating – is both necessary and sufficient to
explain the observed relation between galaxy stellar mass and halo
mass, and by extension the shape of the galaxy mass function and
clustering, at stellar masses M∗ . 1011 M. This appears to be true
at all redshifts.
• No one feedback mechanism alone is sufficient: the effects
add non-linearly, and the common approximation in simulations of
including only SNe feedback severely over-predicts galaxy masses
(especially at low masses and/or high redshifts). The effects are
even worse if the feedback momentum is ignored (if only thermal
energy is considered).
• The M∗−Mhalo relation evolves very weakly with redshift (be-
cause outflow efficiencies depend mostly on the central binding en-
ergy within the galaxy). At z & 2, weak evolution towards higher
M∗(Mhalo) at low masses is equivalent to a steepening faint-end
20 Note that even in the Milky Way, a large fraction of the observed star
formation is associated with just the few most massive GMCs, so cloud-
to-cloud variations can have significant effects on the global SFR (Murray
2011).
21 We have studied this in our resolution tests and found it is relative robust
to spatial resolution, though the variability increases artificially on small
timescales if the mass resolution is poor (factor ∼ 10− 100 larger particle
masses than we use), since single star particles then represent very massive
star clusters.
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slope of the galaxy luminosity function, similar to what is inferred
observationally (Bouwens et al. 2007; Stark et al. 2009).
• Stellar feedback and standard cooling physics explain low
galaxy stellar masses, but do not appear sufficient to explain
“quenching” (late time suppression of star formation in massive
halos) – none of our massive systems are “red and dead.”
• Our simulations reproduce the observed Kennicutt-Schmidt
relation. This is despite the fact that we assume a small-scale SF
efficiency of 100% in self-gravitating dense gas. As such, the KS
law and instantaneous SFRs are truly predicted, not simply a con-
sequence of our sub-grid SF law. The low star formation efficiency
we find is a consequence of stellar feedback, not the microphysics
of how stars form in dense gas. Absent feedback, efficient cool-
ing leads to a global SF efficiency of ∼ 100% per dynamical time.
With feedback – from the same mechanisms that produce large-
scale outflows and regulate galaxy formation – the SF efficiency
self-regulates at ∼ 2%, the level where feedback injects sufficient
momentum to offset dissipation.
• Realistic feedback changes the shape of galaxy star formation
histories. In particular, feedback from stellar radiation (both photo-
heating and radiation pressure) is critical for disrupting dense, cold
gas, and so is especially important for suppressing star formation in
high redshift galaxies. This leads to much flatter, or gently rising,
star formation histories in sub-L∗ galaxies. Most previous sub-grid
models give qualitatively different results, in conflict with observa-
tions.
• The observed star formation “main sequence” and specific
SFRs emerge naturally from the shape of the galaxies’ star forma-
tion histories (from M∗ ∼ 108−1011 and z∼ 0−6). This includes
“flat” SSFR evolution at z∼ 2−6. However these are relatively in-
sensitive to feedback, since any broadly flat or rising SF history pre-
dicts M∗(z)∼ tHubble(z)〈M˙∗(z)〉, consistent with the observations.
• Dwarf galaxies exhibit much more “bursty” SF histories, with
large variability in their SFRs on short timescales (∼ 1dex scat-
ter on . 107 yr timescales). This is because star formation and star
cluster formation, and their associated feedback, are stochastic. The
variability is not driven by mergers or global gravitational instabil-
ities. Massive (∼ L∗) galaxies are much less variable (∼ 0.3dex
scatter in SFRs). This may translate into significantly larger scatter
in M∗(Mhalo) at dwarf masses compared to ∼ L∗ galaxies.
6.2 Numerical Methods
We see relatively weak dependence on simulation resolution, which
is perhaps surprising given the small-scale structure present in the
ISM. However, in Papers I-III & Appendix C, we presented ex-
tensive resolution studies of isolated disk galaxies simulated using
the same prescriptions but numerical resolution varied from val-
ues comparable to those here, to order-of-magnitude superior mass
and spatial resolution. We showed that the galaxy-averaged SFR
is one of the very first quantities to converge, and is consistent to
within factor∼ 2 even for relatively poor resolution: this is because
it traces the integral effect of feedback balancing turbulent dissipa-
tion. That said, we do see qualitative changes in behavior if the res-
olution falls below that needed to meaningfully resolve ISM phase
structure, at which point “self-regulation” by feedback loses mean-
ing. As a rule of thumb, the simulations must at least resolve the
Toomre/Jeans length and mass (the size of the largest GMCs) in
each star-forming disk, and the results are especially numerically
stable if the mass resolution can be ideally pushed to < 104 M.
Even in this regime, quantities such as the phase structure of dense
gas and outflows are much more sensitive to resolution, and will be
discussed in more detail in future work.
Given the same feedback model, we also see little difference
in the stellar mass buildup between our standard simulations, run
with a numerical algorithm designed and shown to eliminate essen-
tially all major differences between grid (Eulerian) and smoothed-
particle (Lagrangian) hydrodynamics methods, and an older ver-
sion of SPH that exhibits large differences in test problems. Thus
we expect little or no difference between the results here and those
from adaptive-grid or moving-mesh codes, if the same feedback
and ISM physics could be included. This owes to two key points:
first, the differences between numerical methods in this respect,
even where significant, are generally much smaller than the orders-
of-magnitude differences owing to the inclusion or exclusion of the
relevant physics. The stellar mass content of galaxies is set by the
total amount of feedback injected, and so it is unsurprising that
the time-averaged star formation rate is insensitive to changes in
the detailed phase structure of the gas around galaxies. Second, the
numerical differences primarily affect mixing instabilities in multi-
phase, sub-sonic, pressure-dominated gas. As such, many compari-
son studies have shown that while the numerical differences can be
important for details of the structure of hot halos in massive galax-
ies, they are generally unimportant inside cold star-forming gas, or
in sub-L∗ halos, where the flows of interest tend to be highly super-
sonic and gravity-dominated (see e.g. Kitsionas et al. 2009; Price
& Federrath 2010; Bauer & Springel 2012; Sijacki et al. 2012). As
one considers more detailed galactic properties, we expect the dif-
ferences between numerical methods to manifest as discrepancies
in the cooling properties, phase structure, or distribution of heavy
elements in the CGM, and to impact the way in which both in-
flowing cool gas and feedback-driven outflows interact with gas in
galactic halos. For these reasons, an accurate numerical scheme is
critical if one hopes to study the detailed structure of both gas in
and around galaxies with realistic feedback. A much more exten-
sive comparison of numerical methods is presented in a companion
paper (Kereš et al. 2014).
6.3 Future Work
This is a first exploration of cosmological simulations with explicit
stellar feedback models, and many open questions remain. We have
studied the effects of realistic stellar feedback on galaxy star forma-
tion histories and stellar masses; however, a complete understand-
ing of this self-regulation requires a much more detailed examina-
tion of the dynamics of galactic outflows. In companion papers, we
will study how outflows are generated, and how these interact with
the circum-galactic and inter-galactic medium. It will be particu-
larly important to build new observational diagnostics and explore
whether or not different feedback mechanisms lead to different ob-
servable properties in the ISM, CGM, and IGM (Faucher-Giguere
et al. 2014). Complementary questions regarding the morphology
of galaxies – how the sizes, bulge-to-disk ratios, kinematics, and
other properties of the simulated systems here depend on different
feedback mechanisms – will be developed as well. The resolution
and explicit treatment of the ISM in these simulations make possi-
ble many additional studies.
Going forward, it will also be important to examine the role
of additional physics. Some other physics is probably needed to
explain the “quenching” of star formation in massive systems
(Mhalo 1012 M). AGN feedback is a plausible candidate, which
we have studied in previous work using idealized sub-grid mod-
els for the ISM. But the consequences could easily be completely
different in a resolved multi-phase medium. Other physics such as
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magnetic fields, anisotropic conduction, and cosmic rays may be
important as well, and their consequences are just beginning to be
explored (e.g. Jubelgas et al. 2008; Hanasz et al. 2013; Salem &
Bryan 2013).
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APPENDIX A: BARYONIC PHYSICS: DETAILS OF THE
ALGORITHMIC IMPLEMENTATION
A1 Cooling
Gas cooling is solved implicitly each timestep (using the itera-
tive algorithm from GADGET-3). Heating/cooling rates are com-
puted including free-free, photo-ionization/recombination, Comp-
ton, photo-electric, metal-line, molecular, and fine-structure pro-
cesses. We follow 11 separately-tracked species (H, He, C, N, O,
Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ca, and Fe, each with its own yield tables asso-
ciated directly with the different mass return mechanisms below;
see Wiersma et al. 2009b). The appropriate ionization states and
cooling rates are tabulated from a compilation of CLOUDY runs,
including the effect of a uniform but redshift-dependent photo-
ionizing background computed in Faucher-Giguère et al. (2009),
together with local sources of photo-ionizing and photo-electric
heating (described below with the relevant feedback mechanisms).
Self-shielding is accounted for with a local Sobolev/Jeans-length
approximation (integrating the local density at a given particle out
to a Jeans length to determine a surface density Σ, then attenuating
the background seen at that point by exp(−κν Σ)). Confirmation
of the accuracy of this approximation in radiative transfer experi-
ments can be found in Faucher-Giguère et al. (2010) and Rahmati
et al. (2013). With this accounting, metal-line cooling follows the
rate tables from Wiersma et al. (2009a), free-free rates follow Katz
et al. (1996), and photo-electric rates follow Wolfire et al. (1995).
Compton heating/cooling is included both from the CMB and local
sources, accounting as in Faucher-Giguere & Quataert (2012) for
possible two-temperature plasma effects at very high temperatures
by limiting the Compton rates by the Coulomb energy exchange
rates (though in practice this is only relevant at much higher tem-
peratures than are seen in these simulations). Fine-structure and
molecular cooling at low temperatures (T < 105 K) is tracked us-
ing an interpolation table for a compilation of CLOUDY runs as a
function of the density, temperature, metallicity, and local ionizing
background, as in Robertson & Kravtsov (2008). A temperature
floor is included at the maximum of either 10K or the CMB tem-
perature at the given redshift.
A2 Star Formation
Star formation occurs probabilistically. At each timestep dt, a gas
particle has a probability of turning into a star particle p = 1−
exp(−m˙i∗ dt/migas), where m˙i∗ is the SFR integrated over the parti-
cle, and migas is the particle gas mass. The SFR is non-zero only for
particles with density above n > ncrit (generally ncrit = 100cm−3),
which are also locally self-gravitating using the criteria developed
in Hopkins et al. (2013d) (α ≡ δv2 δr/Gmgas(< δr) ≈ β (|∇ ×
v|2 + |∇·v|2)/Gρ < 1, with β ≈ 0.25), and which have a non-zero
molecular fraction fmol > 0. The molecular fraction is determined
following Krumholz & Gnedin (2011), using the local Sobolev ap-
proximation and metallicity to estimate the integrated column to
dissociating radiation (τ ≈ κ〈Σ〉 with 〈Σ〉= ρ [hsml + (∇ lnρ)−1]
and κ= κgas +κdust,MW(Z/Z)). The SFR per unit volume for gas
that meets all of these criteria is then 100% per free-fall time,
ρ˙∗ = ρmol/tff = fmol ρgas/tff. When a gas particle becomes a star
particle, the star particle inherits the metallicity of each followed
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species from its parent, and the conversion/formation time of the
particle is used to determine its age in subsequent timesteps. The
star particles also inherit their mass and gravitational softening
from their parent gas particles, so that they are not over or under-
resolved relative to the medium from which they form.22
A3 Stellar Feedback
The stellar feedback algorithms follow those developed in Paper I-
Paper II, with some modifications necessary for cosmological sim-
ulations.
Radiation Pressure: Gas surrounding stars (see below) re-
ceives a direct momentum flux P˙rad ≈ (1− exp(−τUV/optical))(1 +
τIR)Lincident/c where 1+τIR = 1+ΣgasκIR accounts for the absorp-
tion of the initial UV/optical flux and multiple scatterings of the
re-emitted IR flux if the region between star and gas particle is op-
tically thick in the IR (assuming the opacities scale linearly with
gas metallicity). At each timestep we evaluate the optical depth in
a smoothing kernel around the star particle (whose pre-absorption
stellar spectrum Lν is tabulated as a function of age and metallic-
ity). The UV/optical absorption (τUV/optical =
∫
κρd`) is estimated
via the Sobolev approximation (as above) in multiple frequency
bins (see Paper II for details). The absorbed fraction of L is then
distributed within the SPH smoothing kernel according to each par-
ticles’ relative contribution to the optical depth. This absorbed lu-
minosity is assumed to re-radiate isotropically in the IR (and while
it can be re-absorbed, it is again re-radiated in the IR), so for an (as-
sumed) gray-body opacity it imparts an acceleration aIR =κIR FIR/c
to all gas in the kernel.23
Photons which are not absorbed in the UV/optical, and the re-
emitted IR flux, define an effective “emergent spectrum” for each
kernel. This is propagated to large distances in the gravity tree,
where it is used to calculate the local incident flux on all gas parti-
cles from stars outside the smoothing kernel; the same frequency-
dependent opacities are used to calculate the local absorption and
momentum flux (P˙ = Labs/c). The momentum flux is imparted in
every timestep along the direction determined by the flux-limited
diffusion approximation (along the local optical depth gradient).24
22 As discussed in the main text, we have confirmed (as seen in previous
simulations of isolated galaxies in Hopkins et al. 2011 and Hopkins et al.
2013d) that with feedback active, the star formation prescription makes lit-
tle difference to our results. We have re-run our m09, m10, and m12v runs
removing the virial criterion and/or molecular criterion from the star forma-
tion law, changing the SF density threshold from ∼ 10− 1000cm−3, and
changing the SFR per free-fall time from ∼ 10%− 200%. These changes
yield only small (factor < 2), random (non-systematic) changes to the star
formation history and resulting stellar mass.
23 If the gas is optically thick in the IR out to the edge of the smoothing
kernel, the kernel is iteratively expanded so this region is treated explicitly.
But this is almost never the case at our resolution.
24 Note that this avoids the “clump detection” algorithm described in Paper
I. That was important there, where regions which were optically thick in the
IR (e.g. cores within GMCs) could be well-resolved, so coherent radiative
transfer effects required a means to estimate the clump “membership” and
so avoid artificial numerical cancellation of momentum (which would occur
if momentum fluxes were randomly oriented within the clump, as shown in
Fig. A1 therein). The importance is decreased here because such regions
are always at most marginally resolved. But in either case, computing the
optical depth gradient allows us to recover a very close approximation to
the previous information without the added neighbor search (which is very
expensive in cosmological simulations), and is more faithful to full radiative
transfer in the diffusion limit. In Appendix C we show both algorithms give
very similar results in the isolated galaxy simulations from Paper I. We have
also re-run our m12v simulation with the older “clump detection” algorithm
Photo-Ionization and Photo-Electric Heating: Here the al-
gorithm is identical to that in Paper II. We first tabulate the rate of
production of ionizing photons for each star particle (as a function
of age and metallicity); moving radially outwards from the star, we
then ionize each neutral gas particle until the photon budget is ex-
hausted (using the gas density, metallicity, and ionization state to
determine the necessary photon number). Note that – unlike the
purely local Stromgren sphere approximation sometimes used in
the literature – this accounts for whether each particle is already
ionized, and (if so) allows the ionized region to continue to expand
(thus accounting for large coherent/overlapping HII regions).25 In
the cooling routine, ionized gas is flagged as having a sufficiently
strong local ionization field to keep it fully ionized for the duration
of the timestep; this local ionizing field information together with
the escaped UV flux defined above is also used to determine the
photo-electric heating rates in the cooling routine.
Supernovae and Stellar Winds: The SNe Type-I and Type-
II rates are tabulated from Mannucci et al. (2006) and STAR-
BURST99, respectively, as a function of age and metallicity for
all star particles; this determines a probability per unit time dp =
(dNSNe/dM∗ dt)m∗, i dt which we use to determine whether a SNe
occurs in a given particle each timestep drawing from a Pois-
son distribution.26 If so, the appropriate ejecta mass, metal yields
(for all followed species), energy, and momentum are tabulated
and directed radially from the star, and we assume the ejecta
shocks within the gas in the smoothing kernel hsml (appropriately
weighted)27 around the star.
However, coupling this appropriately requires knowing
whether the shock is energy or momentum conserving up to the
scales we resolve.28 To estimate this, consider the cooling radii
calculated in high-resolution simulations of individual blastwaves:
Rcool ≈ 28pcE0.2951 〈ncgs〉−0.43 (Z/Z+ 0.01)−0.18 (where E51 ≈ 1 is
the ejecta energy in units of 1051 ergs−1; 〈ncgs〉 is the local den-
sity in cm−3; and Z is the local gas metallicity; see Cioffi et al.
and find it has little systematic effect on any quantities considered here. We
also note that since the radiative acceleration is implemented as a continu-
ous force term (as recommended in Paper I), there is no need to estimate an
“escape” or “kick” velocity in the calculation. And we emphasize that there
is no “boost factor” in the equations above, only resolved absorption.
25 For numerical convenience, we cut off this walk at the minimum of ∼
5 kpc or 50 times the particle smoothing length. Remaining photons are
assumed to have escaped.
26 It is possible, in principle, to have multiple SNe in a single particle and
timestep; however, particle masses and timesteps in the dense regions where
young stars live are sufficiently small that this is quite rare (occuring <
1% of the time when there is a SNe in the particle). To be avoid rare but
severe exceptions, we also enforce a timestep limiter of 105 yr for all stars
< 30Myr in age.
27 A particularly useful test problem is a series of SNe exploding at a con-
stant rate from a fixed point in a thin disk (modeled as an infinite plane)
with a low-density atmosphere out of plane. At high resolution, the correct
solution shows the energy and momentum “venting” out of plane. In the
case where the disk is poorly resolved (less than one smoothing length in
height), if the SNe energy/momentum coupling among the neighbor par-
ticles/cells is weighted by the standard SPH smoothing kernel (effectively
mass-weighted coupling), then almost all the momentum goes into the disk
plane and artificially drives an expanding ring. We therefore chose to assign
the weights according to the fraction of the surface area subtended by each
particle as seen by the SNe; this recovers the correct behavior even in the
limit of low resolution.
28 Unlike the ultra-high resolution isolated galaxy simulations in Paper II,
we cannot be sure we always resolve the energy-conserving phase of SNe
expansion in these simulations.
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1988). When hsml  Rcool, the full ejecta (shocked) kinetic energy
is coupled as thermal energy (with the ejecta momentum included
as a momentum flux, and the ejecta mass and metals as mass/metal
fluxes into the gas). Otherwise, at coupling, a fraction of the ini-
tial ejecta energy is instead converted from energy into momen-
tum as would occur within the un-resolved cooling radius so the
coupled momentum is p = pej
√
[Mejecta + Menc(< Rcool)]/Mejecta,
and an additional fraction of the shocked thermal energy is cooled
away before being allowed to artificially do any work (according
to Ethermal, shocked ∝ (R/Rcool)−6.5; see Thornton et al. 1998). We
stress that this is very different from assuming the SNe energy goes
directly into a wind, or from turning off cooling in the gas. We
are simply accounting for the possibility of an unresolved Sedov-
Taylor phase and depositing the appropriate momentum, not just
thermal energy, in the ambient medium in that case.
As noted in the text, at high redshifts, the progenitors of mas-
sive galaxies (& 1012 M) are not as well mass-resolved, given
our particle masses of ∼ 104 M. At z ∼ 6, the progenitor of a
z = 0, 1012 M halo has Mhalo ∼ 1010 M and so should have
M∗ ∼ 107 M, just ∼ 1000 particles. As such, the details of how
momentum from SNe is coupled into a kernel of ∼ 100 particles
can have significant effects on the entire baryonic galaxy. For ex-
ample, we see significant changes to the SFR at z & 4 if we “cap”
the momentum input at a modest value p ≈ 20pej. However at
lower redshifts (or in simulations with better mass resolution, such
as our dwarf galaxies) this has no systematic effect (as shown in
Fig. 6, where we substantially vary both the power-law scaling of
the SNe momentum above and the coupling weights within the SPH
kernel, and see only small effects on the final stellar mass). Be-
cause of the scaling of remnant momentum with entrained mass,
the key criterion is whether the mass resolution of the simulation
is  Mejecta. In practice we find that this explicit accounting for
the SNe remnant momentum has little effect when particle masses
are . 1000M. We have also re-run all our simulations using the
alternative cooling radius estimate from Chevalier (1974): Rcool ≈
58pcE0.3251 〈ncgs〉−0.16 (Pgas/10−12 dyncm−2)−0.2. This makes little
difference to the stellar masses and star formation histories here
(there is no significant difference in their consistency with obser-
vations); the primary effect is from dropping the metallicity depen-
dence (leading to slightly less efficient feedback in low-metallicity,
poorly-resolved regions).
Stellar winds are algorithmically nearly identical to SNe, ex-
cept they occur continuously. We tabulate the wind mass, metal, en-
ergy, and momentum fluxes (as a function of stellar age and metal-
licity), and inject these into the neighboring gas identically to the
SNe.29
In both cases, we include the relative gas-star particle veloci-
ties added to the wind/ejecta velocity centered on the star in calcu-
lating the initial ejecta momentum and energy fluxes, but this has
very little effect in star-forming systems (since massive star winds
and SNe ejecta are fast compared to the relative velocity of stars).
This can, however, be significant in old stellar populations when
AGB ejecta (with wind launching velocities. 10kms−1) dominate
the mass loss.
29 Purely for numerical convenience, we find it useful to limit the timesteps
on which this occurs, so that a fixed fraction (say, ∼ 1%) of the particle
mass is lost per “feedback step” (which may be longer or shorter than the
timesteps on which the star particle dynamics are evolved). Testing this we
see it has no effect on our results, but is significantly less expensive compu-
tationally than invoking the feedback routine every dynamical timestep.
APPENDIX B: SIMULATION NUMERICAL DETAILS
As noted in the text, these runs adopt the P-SPH formulation of
TreeSPH in GIZMO, which features many improvements to SPH
and has been tested in a wide range of problems (listed in the main
text). We describe the most important differences between our nu-
merical method and previous widely-used algorithms below.
B1 SPH Formulation
The simulations use the Lagrangian “pressure-entropy” formula-
tion of the SPH equations developed in Hopkins (2013). This for-
mulation derives the SPH equations exactly from the particle La-
grangian and manifestly conserves momentum, energy, angular mo-
mentum, and entropy (in the absence of sources/sinks), and also
eliminates the artificial “surface tension” error term which appears
at contact discontinuities in previous (“density-energy” or “density-
entropy”) formulations of SPH (see also Saitoh & Makino 2013).30
The pressure-entropy formulation dramatically improves the be-
havior of fluid mixing instabilities (e.g. the Kelvin-Helmholtz and
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities), and eliminates most of the known
differences between the results of grid and SPH methods for the
problems of interest here (for discussion of these in historical SPH
implementations, see Agertz et al. 2007; Price & Federrath 2010;
Bauer & Springel 2012). For extensive numerical tests, see Hop-
kins (2013).31
B2 Artificial Viscosity & Entropy
In SPH, the algorithm is inherently inviscid and some artificial vis-
cosity is necessary to capture shocks. We adopt the “inviscid SPH”
viscosity prescription with higher-order switches from Cullen &
Dehnen (2010). This allows for excellent shock-capturing, while
reducing the viscosity to identically zero away from shocks. A wide
range of tests of this algorithm are presented therein. This viscosity
treatment allows accurate treatment of sub-sonic turbulence down
to Mach numbers . 0.1 while simultaneously accurately capturing
shocks with Mach numbers over ∼ 104.32
Similarly, SPH is inherently dissipationless, so a mechanism is
also needed to generate mixing entropy in shocks. We implement
this following Price (2008), using the same higher-order dissipa-
tion switch from Cullen & Dehnen (2010): this ensures that entropy
exchange only occurs in crossing, sub resolution-scale flows with
30 As noted in the text, the choice of “density-entropy” or “pressure-
entropy” SPH makes relatively small differences to the predictions here. We
have also re-run a few simulations using the “pressure-energy” form of SPH
(in which the internal energy, rather than entropy, is the explicitly followed
variable). In adiabatic flows with a constant timestep the pressure-entropy
and pressure-energy forms are identical to machine accuracy; with adap-
tive timesteps, the error reduction in the latter formulation is slightly better
(poorer) in cooling (adiabatic) steps. We confirm this makes little difference
to our results.
31 Note that non-Lagrangian schemes, in particular, have severe diffi-
culties accurately propagating strong blastwaves and can lead to “self-
acceleration” of particles in some regimes (see Hopkins 2013). The “tra-
ditional” method in GADGET, for example, (by which we refer to the im-
plementation in Springel & Hernquist 2002) is Lagrangian, but adopts the
“density” formulation of SPH, which introduces the problems with fluid
mixing and contact discontinuities noted above.
32 We have compared (Kereš et al., in prep.) a number of simulations adopt-
ing the simpler, time-dependent prescription from Morris & Monaghan
(1997). In most respects this gives very similar results, but gives higher
viscosity in sub-sonic turbulence, and produces some “particle noise” (from
interpenetration) in extremely strong shocks which can lead to unphysically
high temperatures in particles leading the shock front.
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discontinuous entropies (i.e. prevents artificially multi-valued en-
tropies). For comparison, “traditional” GADGET (Springel & Hern-
quist 2002) adopts a constant artificial viscosity following Gingold
& Monaghan (1983) with a Balsara (1989) switch, and no entropy
diffusion. This is far more dissipative, and smears out structure in
sub-sonic turbulence as well as producing large (artificial) shear
viscosities, which can lead to significant angular momentum trans-
fer and eliminate structure in sub-sonic turbulence.33
We have also implemented the identical artificial viscosity and
dissipation switches, and higher-order spatial gradient estimators,
from Read & Hayfield (2012). We have re-run a couple of our sim-
ulations using these methods, making our hydrodynamic solver es-
sentially identical to that in SPHS. This produces only small dif-
ferences, with higher mean artificial viscosity in turbulent regions,
and lower in “smooth” spatially extended shocks (e.g. large-scale
structure; for a comparison showing this method gives similar re-
sults to grid codes for cosmological accretion/halo gas, see Power
et al. 2013).
B3 Thermodynamic Evolution & Timestep Criteria
We employ a standard adaptive timestep algorithm and limiter.
As shown in Saitoh & Makino (2009) and Durier & Dalla Vec-
chia (2012), in problems with high Mach number flows, adap-
tive timesteps (without a limiter) can lead to errors if particles
with long timesteps interact suddenly mid-timestep with those on
much shorter timesteps. Fortunately this is easily remedied by
our timestep limiter, identical to that in Durier & Dalla Vecchia
(2012). At all times, any active particle informs its neighbors of its
timesteps and none are allowed to have a timestep> 4 times that of
a neighbor. Whenever a timestep is shortened (or energy is injected
in feedback) particles are forced to return to the timestep calcula-
tion. The limiter is not included in the “traditional” (Springel &
Hernquist 2002) GADGET.
We have confirmed the importance of this limiter in our sim-
ulations: if it is absent, a small number of particles in explosive
blastwaves generate large energy conservation errors which can ar-
tificially over-heat under-dense regions of the IGM. Provided the
switch is included it makes no difference if we restrict the timestep
ratio between neighbors to 2, 4, 6 or 8.
B4 Smoothing Kernel
We adopt a quintic (fifth-order) spline kernel, with neighbor num-
ber designed to optimally resolve sound waves down to a wave-
length ≈ h, the “core radius” of the kernel.34 The kernel size is
33 The first draft of this paper used the artificial viscosity prescription ex-
actly from Cullen & Dehnen (2010), which produces slightly higher than
desired viscosities in cosmological accretion shocks, and as implemented
in our leapfrog time-integration scheme could lead to incorrect applications
in the rare timesteps where the artificial viscosity term was larger than the
cooling term. In all subsequent drafts this is fixed (all simulations were re-
run) with an additional limiter similar to that suggested in Hu et al. (2014),
and an explicit requirement that the viscosity only grows when ∇· v < 0.
This does not qualitatively or systematically change any of our conclusions,
but does result in small differences in detail.
34 This is calculated explicitly in Dehnen & Aly 2012. Note that it is mean-
ingless to speak of the resolution scale h as the “full size” of the kernel out
to some fixed number of neighbors for higher-order kernels, since this will
change with the exact functional form of the kernel adopted even while the
actual resolution scale is identical. The maximum kernel radius of compact
support, and equivalently radius at which gravity reduces to exactly that of
a point mass, is ≈ 3h. For more discussion see Price (2012).
adaptive (following the approximate “fixed mass in kernel” pre-
scription in Springel & Hernquist 2002), enclosing ∼ 64 neigh-
bors. This choice is the “optimal” spline kernel suggested by a wide
range of tests in Hongbin & Xin (2005), Dehnen & Aly (2012),
and Hopkins (2013). However we have also experimented with the
Wendland kernels in Dehnen & Aly (2012) and triangular kernels
in Read et al. (2010) and see no significant improvements up to
neighbor numbers∼ 500. For comparison, the traditional GADGET
kernel is a cubic spline. This becomes unstable outside the range
∼ 30− 50 neighbors; within this range, the “effective resolution”
of the kernel is identical to that adopted here, but kernel errors are
larger by nearly an order of magnitude.
B5 Gravity
The gravity solver follows the GADGET-3 hybrid tree-particle mesh
(Tree-PM) method. However, we have modified this to allow for
adaptive gravitational softenings35 and to more accurately sym-
metrize the force between interacting particles with different soft-
ening, following the fully Lagrangian method in Price & Monaghan
(2007); this manifestly maintains conservation of energy, momen-
tum, and angular momentum. In “traditional” GADGET, softenings
are not adaptive, and pairwise interactions are simply smoothed by
the larger of the two particle softenings.
We have also modified the softening kernel as described
therein (see also Barnes 2012) to represent the exact solution for
the potential of the SPH smoothing kernel. With this change, the
softening no longer represents non-Newtonian gravity; rather, the
gravitational force is exactly Newtonian on small scales, but for
particles which are not point masses but represent the extended
mass distribution represented by the SPH kernel (matching the as-
sumption made in the hydrodynamic equations).36
We have also tested most of our “standard” simulations with
fixed gravitational softening lengths for the baryons equal to the
minimum values in Table 1, and for the high-resolution dark-
matter particles37 equal to (20, 20, 50, 150, 150, 150, 200)pc for
35 With this choice, the gravitational softening of the gas follows the SPH
smoothing length (so there are always∼ 100 particles inside the full soften-
ing extent), with the minimum softening/smoothing lengths set to the values
in Table 1 (fixed in physical units). These minima are chosen for numeri-
cal efficiency and the appropriate mass resolution, but also ensure that the
“hardest” scatterings of baryons off dark matter particles are weaker than
the numerical errors of the long-range gravitational forces (much smaller
than the real rms accelerations from irregular structure in the disks). If
adaptive softening is used for other particle types, an equivalent smooth-
ing length is computed separately for each type: each dark matter particle is
assigned a smoothing length enclosing∼ 100 dark matter neighbors, and so
on. Since stars (unlike gas and dark matter) are not actually volume-filling,
it is not clear if it is more physically accurate to use adaptive softenings
or fixed softenings (representing e.g. open cluster extents); in these simu-
lations (which resolve ISM structure) we prefer the latter, but find that the
choice makes very little difference in practice.
36 This makes the force softening length in Table 1 similar to a Plummer
equivalent softening: the force becomes exactly that of a point mass (as
opposed to an extended mass distribution) at≈ 2.8 and deviates by∼ 10%
from a point mass at ≈ 1.5.
37 In all our runs, the high-resolution region zoom-in region is sampled
with high-resolution dark matter particles, whose properties are shown in
Table 1. Outside of this region there is a hierarchy of progressively more
massive dark matter particles (generally in “steps” of factors of 8 in particle
mass). These particles always have much larger softenings than the high-
resolution particles, generally > kpc, chosen to approximately match the
rms particle separation in the “boundary” region where these particles meet
their higher-resolution counterparts.
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runs (m09, m10, m11, m12v, m12q, m12i, m13). The latter cor-
responds very roughly to the dark matter softening kernel extent
matching the mean inter-particle spacing at ∼ Rvir/4. Of course,
with fixed softenings matched to Table 1, the baryons will be under-
softened (i.e. can undergo hard scatterings) when they are very
diffuse (in e.g. the inter-galactic medium), but we are most con-
cerned with accuracy in the dense regions in the actual galaxy we
are simulating, where smaller softenings are more accurate. In any
case this produces only small differences (. 10% in stellar mass
at z = 0). Re-running a couple simulations with fixed softenings
but dark matter softenings equal to the smaller minimum values in
Table 1 (chosen to match the kernel extent and inter-particle spac-
ing at ∼ 10 kpc in each simulation) similarly produces little effect.
We have also re-run several of our simulations using identical soft-
enings for both the baryonic and dark matter particles (with that
softening taken to be about the geometric mean of the two val-
ues in Table 1). The differences are again small, comparable to our
slightly lower-resolution runs; if we compare to a run with different
baryon/dark matter softenings but the baryonic softening matched
to these new runs, the differences are almost completely eliminated.
There is almost no difference, between the models above, in the
predicted central dark matter profiles (Oñorbe et al., in prep).
B6 Domain Decomposition & Parallelization
The simulation architecture has been heavily optimized from pre-
vious versions of the code. Gravity is still solved with a TreePM al-
gorithm, with nested PM grids solving the large-scale forces while
the tree is used for small-scale interactions. But the tree walk, do-
main decomposition, feedback routines, and SPH density and hy-
drodynamic force calculation have all been optimized substantially
relative to the GADGET-3 implementation (increasing the memory
requirement by a factor of ∼ 3− 5, but decreasing run-times and
load-imbalances by a factor∼ 5). The code has also been optimized
for hybrid OpenMP+MPI application, allowing near-ideal strong
scaling to ≈ 256 cores and modest gains to 512 cores in pure-MPI
mode, and positive strong scaling (a decrease in wall-clock time for
runs of fixed size, albeit less than ideal) to > 1000 cores in hybrid
mode for runs presented in this work.
APPENDIX C: TESTING IN IDEALIZED,
HIGH-RESOLUTION GALAXY SIMULATIONS
In a series of papers (Paper I-Paper III), we have extensively stud-
ied and tested the feedback models used here in even higher-
resolution simulations of idealized (non-cosmological) individual
model galaxies. Our dwarf galaxy simulations here are run at es-
sentially the same resolution as the “ultra-high resolution” dwarf
galaxy models in these earlier papers, so we can safely apply the
same feedback models. However, as noted in the text, in the sim-
ulations of massive halos (& 1012) here, we are forced to lower
resolution (comparable to the “high-resolution,” but not “ultra-high
resolution” simulations therein); it is therefore important to check
the results of the isolated galaxy simulations at lower resolution as
well.
To this end, we have re-run the “HiZ” simulation from Pa-
per I-Paper III, with the identical code used for the cosmologi-
cal simulations here. This was the most massive system consid-
ered therein, a disk with properties typical of star-forming galax-
ies at z ∼ 2− 4. The halo, stellar bulge, stellar disk, and gas
disk have masses Mhalo = 1.4×1012 M, Mbulge = 0.7×1010 M,
M∗,disk = 3×1010 M, and Mgas = 7×1010 M, with scale-lengths
for the gas and stellar disk h∗,disk = 1.6kpc and hgas = 3.2kpc. We
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Figure C1. Tests of our methodology in idealized simulations of a single,
isolated (non-cosmological), gas-rich massive disk galaxy. Top: SFR versus
time. Middle: Wind mass-loading (unbound mass Mwind versus total mass in
new stars formed since the beginning of the simulation). Bottom: Distribu-
tion of gas densities at fixed time≈ 200Myr after the beginning of the simu-
lation. We separate different phases by temperature: cold gas (T < 5000K),
warm gas (5000K< T < 105 K) and hot gas (T > 105 K; the bimodal dis-
tribution reflects low-density, high volume-filling factor material which has
escaped the disk, and hot bubbles actively heated by SNe within it). In each,
we compare four runs with identical initial conditions (different linestyles,
as labeled). (1) A model run with our standard numerical method, at res-
olution about equal to our zoom-in simulations of massive galaxies. (2) A
run using the density-entropy form of SPH, with our improvements to the
numerical method from § B removed. (3) A run using the exact same feed-
back algorithms used in Paper II-Paper III, without the optimizations for
cosmological runs described in § A. (4) A run at the ultra-high resolution
from those papers, with much better spatial and mass resolution than can
be achieved in cosmological runs. We see very little difference between the
runs, suggesting both that our results are stable with respect to resolution
and that the changes to the code and resolution for cosmological simula-
tions do not fundamentally alter our conclusions from the previous work.
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re-run this at two resolutions: first, the “ultra-high resolution” level
used in our earlier papers, with force softening ≈ 3 pc, and particle
mass≈ 800h−1 M. Second, at resolution about equal to our mas-
sive cosmological simulations, force softening≈ 10pc and particle
mass ≈ 5×104 M.
The results are shown in Fig. C1. We specifically compare the
SFR and wind mass-loading versus time, and the phase distribu-
tion of the gas at a time t ≈ 200Myr when the galaxy has reached a
quasi-steady state. The mass loading is defined as the instantaneous
ratio of total wind mass (defined as the gas mass which has positive
Bernoulli parameter – i.e. would escape in the absence of additional
forces or cooling – with outward radial velocity > 100kms−1) to
total stellar mass formed since the beginning of the simulation. In
all cases, the steady-state SFR, wind mass-loading, and gas phase
distribution are similar (to within a factor < 2). The largest differ-
ences appear at very early times, and are generally artifacts of the
initial conditions (in which the disk is supported by thermal pres-
sure, before a turbulent cascade is established); these should not
appear in our cosmological simulations.
We have also re-run this second “cosmological resolution”
simulation with the identical feedback implementation used in Pa-
per II (as opposed to the updated algorithms described above), to
examine whether the improvements to the code would substantially
change our previous results. We see very little difference. Since the
total energy and momentum inputs are fixed to the same levels by
the initial mass function, and no fundamentally new source of feed-
back has been introduced, this is a reassuring indication that the re-
sults are not especially sensitive to the purely numerical details of
the algorithmic implementation of feedback.
As a final comparison, we re-run the simulation using the iden-
tical feedback implementation, but adopting the “density-entropy”
form of SPH, with a constant artificial viscosity, no entropy dif-
fusion, a cubic spline kernel, and constant (non-adaptive) gravita-
tional softenings. This is the form of SPH which exhibits the largest
and most severe differences from grid codes in test problems (espe-
cially involving fluid mixing). But consistent with our comparison
in Fig. 6, we see almost no difference between this simulation and
our new SPH run. This is consistent also with our comparison in
Hopkins (2013), where we perform a similar comparison with a
model dwarf (SMC-mass) galaxy. At those masses we saw almost
no difference in SFR, and ∼ 50% differences in the wind mass-
loading owing to purely numerical effects, mostly the effect of fluid
mixing instabilities altering the cooling time of hot SNe “bubbles.”
In the HiZ galaxy model considered here, these differences are fur-
ther minimized because the hot gas is not the dominant driver of
outflows.
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